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FOREWORD

This publication is the second of two bulletins on the
planning of cabinets for the kitchen. The factors influ-
encing their planning and the dimensional standards
recommended for work and storage areas are discussed
in the first bulletin, "Considerations in Planning Kitchen
Cabinets." This publication, "Patterns for Kitchen Cabi-
nets," deals with the second part of the problem of kitchen
planningthe utilization of recommended standards in
making plans for various types of cabinets, and the as-
sembly of unit cabinets in kitchen layouts.

The information contained in the two publications is
intended to help families in making plans for new or
remodeled kitchens, in discussing details with carpenters
or cabinet makers, and in selecting factory-built units or
building the cabinets themselves. The information will
also be found useful by teachers and designers.

The main objectives in the recommendations given
are suitability to use and economy in space and construc-
tion. The recommendations apply to Oregon rural homes
of various cost levels. Construction standards were
checked by H. R. Sinnard, AlA., Department of Agri-
cultural Engineering, Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station.

Director
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SUMMARY

To estimate the dimensions of the cabinet needed for the storage
of a specific group of articles, it is necessary to make a tentative as-
signment of the articles to specific hooks, shelves, or drawers in the
cabinet.

In planning a cabinet to accommodate a certain group of articles
in drawers or on fixed shelves, possible changes as well as present
requirements should be allowed for.

Points in planning wall cabinets:
Build cabinet to ceiling or dropped ceiling.
Make top of opening at least 90 inches high.
Set the bottom as low as possible.
Plan adjustable shelves for sections within easy reach.
Use suitable measurements for depth of wall cabinets
and number of adjustable shelves:

Over sink counters 12 inches deep; 4 shelves
Over mixing table - 8 inches deep; 3 shelves
Over range - 8 inches deep; 3 shelves

In a base cabinet, plan shelves and drawers in separate tiers
wherever possible.

Suitable combinations of center requirements for storage are:
Base cabinet with shelvessink and mixing centers; sink
and stove centers; stove and mixing centers.
Base cabinet with drawerssink and serving centers;
sink and mixing centers; serving and mixing centers.

Do not incorporate pull-out boards in a base cabinet with shelves,
except in a slot cut in the apron or placed immediately beneath the
apron.

The design of a base cabinet with drawers is more important
than any other detail of the kitchen because drawers are relatively
expensive to build and to remodel, and because it is difficult to plan
them so that they are readily convertible to new uses.

Steps in planning a base cabinet with drawers:
List intended uses of drawers.
Determine minimum desirable over-all dimensions of
each drawer.
Determine space available for drawers in the proposed
cabinet.
Decide how the available space may best be utilized for
the drawers desired.
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SUMMARYContinued
For economy, do not plan a drawer for a specific purpose unless

it has decided advantages over a shelf. Drawer storage is highly
desirable for knives and other small utensils, staples in lots of six or
more pounds, kitchen linens, and table silver.

Suitable over-all drawer heights for various purposes are:
Inches

Spices, to 8 ounces 7
Packaged foods 12
Bulk foods, general 6 to 21
Long-keeping fruits and vegetables 6 to 11
Bread, cake 7
Small utensils laid in drawer, any center 5

Table silver; cooking knives and spoons 4
Utensils in vertical slots 12 to 15
Utensils hung on sides of drawer 18to22
Soaps; cleaners 12
Towels; table linen 5 to 7
Child's play materials 4 to 7
Pamphlets; cook books 4
Tools; electric cords 4
Sacks and wrapping paper 5 to 7
Towels hung over bars 19 to 22
Gloves; caps 5to7
Overshoes 7 to 11

To hold 60 pounds of white flour, a drawer that is 22 inches deep
and 12 inches wide needs to be about 16 inches high (over-all meas-
urements). If 16 inches wide, a height of 13 inches is sufficient. A
drawer of this size will hold about 90 pounds of granulated sugar.

Grits, cornmeal, and brown sugar require slightly less space
than the same weight of white flour. Rice, beans, and coarse cereals
require about the same amount of space as granulated sugar.

Drawers containing two or more sections (in a removable inset
or insets) are often more economical than individual (iraWerS for
the storage of small amounts of bulk foods. The suggested minimum
inside dimensions are 5 inches for width, 10 inches for depth and 4
inches for height.

Following are the summary descriptions of useful patterns for
base cabinets with drawers that are planned for various locations and
purposes. Measures are over-all, and read from top downward.
Construction allowances are: top of cabinet to top of first opening,
2 inches; height of toe space, 3- inches; thickness of sides, shelves,
and dividers, - inch; width of facing, 1 inches; difference between
inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; allowance for lateral
and vertical play of drawer, inch.
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SUMMARYContinued
Pattern 1. Under mixing table 32k- inches hightwo tiers of

drawers 12 inches to 16 inches wide. Each tier consists of
3 drawers 5, 11, and 8 inches high.

Pattern 2. Under mixing table 36 inches hightwo tiers of
drawers 12 to 16 inches wide. One tier consists of 2
drawers 13 and 15 inches high. The other tier consists of
4 drawers 5, 6, and 10-i inches high. This pattern provides
for large amounts of flour and sugar and for utensils in
vertical slots.

Pattern 3. Under base cabinet 36 inches high adjacent to range
one tier 18 inches wide, consisting of drawer at top 5
inches high and compartment with three shelves below.
Shelf spacing in compartment, top to bottom, should be 4,
5, 6, and 6 inches.

Pattern 4. Under counter 38 inches high at side of sinktwo
tiers of drawers 12 to 16 inches wide. One tier consists of
4 drawers, 4, 7, 12, and 6 inches high, respectively. The
other tier consists of 5 drawers, 4, 7, 5, 6-h, and 6 inches.

Pattern 5. Under counter at side of sink, for sink, serving,
and mixing centerspastry board 33 inches high, two
tiers of drawers 12 to 16 inches wide under pastry board.
One tier consists of 3 drawers, 5, 9, and 11 inches high, re-
spectively. The other consists of 4 drawers, 5, 6, 6, and 7
inches high.

Vertical slots 2 to 4 inches wide are recommended for the stor-
age of flat dishes and baking utensils. Two sets of vertical slots are
desirable for the average kitchenone set approximately 14 inches
high by 12 inches deep; the other 20 inches high and at least 16
inches deep. Either may be placed between shelves in a floor-to-
ceiling cabinet. For the former, a drawer in a base cabinet is con-
venient, or space in a wall cabinet may be used.

For space economy, the slot section in a wall cabinet or floor-to-
ceiling cabinet will be placed so its base is 68 to 72 inches high.

For ready conversion to new uses as well as ease of cleaning,
slot sections between shelves or in drawers should be in easily re-
moved insets.

Sectioned, removable insets are desirable for drawers intended
for the storage of small utensils and table silver. Each should be
planned for a specific group of articles and located near the surface
where they are to be used. Following are over-all dimensions



SUMMARYContinued
(inches) of the drawers that should be equipped with insets in the

average kitchen:
Utensil drawer near sink 16 wide x 4 high x 22 deep
Utensil drawer near stove 16 wide x 5 high x 22 deep
Utensil drawer or drawers near
mixing table 22 wide x 5 high x 22 deep
Silver drawer, 6 sections 14 widex4highx22 deep

Ventilated drawers in the base of a draft cooler constitute suit-
able and convenient means of storing small lots of potatoes, apples,
and other long-keeping fruits and vegetables. A tier of 3 two-section
drawers provides suitable storage for these commodities. A section
that is 5 inches wide, 17 inches deep, and 8 inches high, inside, will
hold about 11 pounds of these foods.

Over-all measurements (inches) for width and depth
to-ceiling cabinets suitable for certain uses are these:

For range-center utensils that can be hung
For sink-center utensils that can be hung
For kitchen cleaning equipment only
For kitchen cleaning equipment and 5 table

With ironing board
Without ironing board

For laundry equipment and supplies
With ironing board
Without ironing board

For farm and home business materials
For outdoor clothing

62 x 34
59 x 34
18 x 14
42 x 18

of floor-

15 x 15
23 x 17
16x 15

leaves
25 x 17
22 x 15



Patterns for Kitchen Cabinets
By MAUD WILSON

THE DESIGN OF SPECIFIC TYPES OF CABINETS
WALL CABINETS

Considerations in Planning
The easily accessible part of the storage space above work sur-

faces is valuable from the standpoint of time and motion economy,
and the main consideration in planning wall cabinets is to make the
most of this space. Since a specific kitchen ensemble is likely to be
used by more than one worker in the course of its period of use, the
factor of accessibility needs to be considered from the point of view
of tall women as well as that of short ones. These two considerations
are recognized in the following recommendations for the planning
of wall cabinets:

Plan the cabinet for the storage of a specific group of articles
and for installation above a counter or piece of equipment of specified
use and height.

Plan a cabinet of minimum depth for the articles assigned to
it. Assume single row storage of the articles whose dimensions
determine the depth of the cabinet.

Set the bottom of the cabinet as low as possible considering
its depth and the height and uses of the surface below it.*

Extend cabinet to ceiling when this is 8 feet 6 inches or less
from floor of room. If top of cabinet is lower than ceiling, close
the space above it.

Make top of opening of wall cabinet at least 7 feet 6 inches
high.

Avoid use of cabinet with opening less than 12 inches wide.
Plan door widths so edge of door will extend beyond front edge of
base cabinet not more than 2 inches. Following is the maximum
width for a door of a wall cabinet above a base cabinet 24 inches in
depth.

If wall cabinet is 8 inches deepdoor may be 18 inches wide
If wall cabinet is 12 inches deep door may be 14 inches wide
If wall cabinet is 14 inches deepdoor may be 12 inches wide
If wall cabinet is 18 inches deep door may be 8 inches wide
Make shelves adjustable as to distance apart, except as fixed

shelves are needed for bracing. Place holes for shelf supports prefer-
Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Con:iderations in Planning Kitchen Cabinets,

Table 3.

9
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ably at half-inch intervals, with maximum of 1 inch interval. Begin
holes at point not more than 6 inches from base of cabinet and ex-
tend to point about 7 feet from floor of room.

8. Make enough shelves to permit use of all vertical space in
cabinet with minimum distances between shelves.

Tables 1, 2, and 3 contain standards for the depth of the wall
cabinet, for the number and placement of its shelves, and for its
width. Figure 1 shows the need for having the bottom of the wall
cabinet as low as possible to bring the maximum number of shelves
within reach of the short woman. It also shows that shelves near the
top of the cabinet are useful for the storage of artkles in frequent
use when the homemaker is tall.*

Figure 1. Differences in height of reach of women varying in stature. Illus-
trates variations in maximum height of shelf suitable for articles in fre-
quent use.

Depth of Cabinet
For convenience of reference in planning wall cabinets, depths

recommended for single-row storage of various groups of materials
have been assembled in Table 1 from previous parts of this report.j
An eight-inch depth is adequate for most articles that are likely to be
stored in wall cabinets, except plates, platters, vegetable dishes, and
large mixing bowls.

Number and Placement of Shelves
Table 2 lists recommended heights of successive shelves in

kitchen cabinets and is intended as a guide for the placement of
Ibid., Appendix Table D.2.

t Ibid.

Tafl B. Medium 0. Short



Table I. RECOMMENDED DEPTII or WALL CAnINET IN RELATION TO LOCATION AND IN-
TENDED UsE.

Location of wall cabinet

Over sink Counters Dishes2

Over serving table, if Dishes
not also a sink counter

Over woodhox

PATTERNS FOR KITCHEN CABINETS 11

Intended use

Packaged foods and/or dishes2

Packaged foods

Packaged foods and mixing bowls2

Cleaning supplies

Pitchers; packaged foods requiring washing

Beverage makers; packaged breakfast
cereals; small hanging utensils

Dishes2; small hanging utensils; beverage
makers; breakfast cereals

Large dishes; electric appliances; trays, flat
utensils, and dishes in slots

Beverage makers; packaged breakfast
cereals; small hanging utensils

Larger hanging utensils and/or beverage
makers and packaged breakfast cereals

Over refrigerator or other equip- rAny large dish or utensil; refrigerator
ment if toll is not used containers; electrical appliances; flat
as a work surface utensils and dishes in slots

Over planning desk
I

Books; bulletins

Depth1

Inches
12

12

12

2Refers to size of stock lumber used for sides. The actual depth of a 6-inch cabinet is
6 inches (back inch thick, sides 5* inches, and front 4 inch).

1lncludcs dinner plates and serving dishes.
3Maximurn size, 4 quarts.
21f adjacent to wall or high built-in, and if doors are used that present no hazard.

fixed shelves. Adjustable shelving, however, is highly desirable for
wall cabinets.

in a wall cabinet the number of shelves (counting base of cabinet
as a shelf) that are within reach of the average woman varies from
one to four depending on its intended uses and the height of the
base of the cabinet.

Length of Shelving Needed for Specific Uses
The final decision to be made in dimensioning wall cabinets is

that concerning width, since this is obviously influenced by both
depth and shelf placement. For economy, wall cabinets are limited
to the space over base cabinets of minimum width; and space for sup-
plies and equipment not accommodated by these minimum-width
wall-and-base cabinets is provided in one oi- more floor-to-ceiling
cabinets.

Over mixing table if
not also a sink counter

Over sink bowl

Over electric or gas range or
surface adjacent to range

8

12

6

8

8

12

1

14

8

1 8

8
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Table 2. RECOMMENDED HEIGHTS OF SUCCESSIVE SHELVES IN KITCHEN WALL CABINETS.

shelves3Conditions

Intervals between
shelves5

Number

Total

Depth
of

cabinet1 Major uses of cabinet

Height of base
of cabinet
from floor

Within
reach

Inches Inches inches
18 Large dishes, flat utensils, Less than 62 9,14 3 2

(over refrigerator containers, 62 to 64 6,14 3 2

ref rig-
erator)

small dishes used in
serving foods stored in
refrigerator, electrical
appliances, ready-to-eat
cereals

65 or more 14 2 1

14 Large dishes, flat utensils,
and electrical appliances

52
54

9.6,14
9,6,14

4
4

3
3

56 9,4,14 4 3
58 9,14 3 2
60 9,14 3 2
62 9,14 3 2
64 9,14 3 2
66 14 2
68 14 1
70 14 1

12 Dishes 48 7 (halt) 6, 8, 11 5 4

50 7 (halt) 6, 7, 11 5 4
52 7 (half) 6, 8 4 4
54 7 (halt) 6, 8 4 3
56 8 (half) 6, 11 4 I
62 - 8,12 3 2

Dishes in warming cabinet 48 7,6,8,9 5 4
50 7,6,7,9 5 4
52 7,7,9 4 3
54 7,7,9 4 3
56 7,7,9 4 3

Packaged foods used at 48 10, 9, 14 4 3
mixing center 50 10,8,13 4 3

52 10, 8, 11 4 3
54 8,8,11 4 3-
56 10,14 3 2
62 9 2 2

Dishes and packaged foods 48 7,6,8,11 4
50 7,6,8,10 5 4
52 8,8,13 4 3
54 8,8.11 4 3
56 8,10 3 3
62 9,11 3 2

Packaged foods and mix- 48 8,10,14 4 3
ing bowls1 50 8,10,13 4 3

52 8, 10, 11 4 3
54 8,8,11 4 3
56 10,14 3 2
62 9 2 2

Tea and coffee makers; 48 9, 9, 14 - 4 3

tea, cofFee; packaged 50 9,9,13 4 3

cereals 52 8,9,13 4 3
54 8,6,13 4 3

Foods in draft cooler 49 6,9,13 4 3
50 6,8,13 4 3
52 6,8,13 4 3
54 6,8,13 4 3
56 6, 11, 13 3 2

Sink supplies 56 9,11 3 2
62

--
11 2

--

2

8 Packaged foods; recipe 48 10,9,14 4 3

books or card file 50 10,8,13 4 3
52 10,8,11 4 3

Tea and coffee makers; 48 8,9,14 4

tea, coffee, packaged 50 8,9,14 4

cereals 52 7,9,13 4



Table 2 (Contsnued), RECOMMENDED HEIGHTS OF SUCCESSIVE SHELVES IN KITCHEN WALL
CABINETS.

'Refers to size of stock lumber used for sides. The depth of the wall cabinet may be de-
termined from the data in Appendix Table A-I, Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445,
Considerations in Plannsn5'j Kitchen Cabinets.

2All shelves full width unless specified. First measure, given is that of the interval be-
tween the base and the first shelf; next measure, that of interval between first and second
shelves, etc.

For the cabinets that are 18 inches and 14 inches deep, the last interval (14 inches) per-
mits the possible use of all or part of the shelf for the slorage of dishes and utensils in
vertical slots.

5Dase counted as shelf.
'By average woman standing on floor.
60 inches and less than 62 inches. Subsequent measures are similarly defined.

5Largest bowl, 4-quart capacity.

Table 3. LENGTHS OF SHELVING NEEDED FOR SPECIFIC GROUPS OF MATERIALS IN THE
AVERAGE OREGON FARM KITCHEN, WNEN STORED IN WALL CABINETS

OF SPECIFIED DEPTH.

13

'Depth assumed in determining len9th of shelving. See Table I
'Length needed if shelving is continuous. If these data are used in planning a tier of

two or more shelves, allowance should be made for the comparatively large size of some
items.

Depth
of

cabinet'
Inches

Conditions

Intervals between
shelves
Inches

Number shelves'

Major uses of cabinet

Height of base
of cabinet
from floor

Inches
Total

Within
reach'

6 Dishes 48 8,6,6,10 5 4
50 7,6,6,11 5 4
52 7,6,8 4 4
54 7,6,8 4 3
56 7,6,12 4 3
62 7,11 3 2

Dishes and sink supplies 48 9,6,6,11 5 4
50 7,9,11 4 3
52 7,9,11 4 3
54 7,9,11 4 3
56 9,11 3 2
62 7,11 3 2

Item and center
Depth of
cabinet'

Inches

Length of
shelving'

Feet
1. Everyday dishes 12 10
2. Company dishes 12
3. Flower containers; seldom used dishes; miscellaneous articles

stored with dishes 12
4. All types of dishes (1+2+3) 12 24
5. Foods requiring washing (sink center) 8 14
6. Foods used in made dishes' (mixing center) 8
7. Breakfast cereals; other foods requiring cooking but not wash'

ing (range Center) 8
8. Ready-to-eat foods 8
9. All foods requiring cooking (5+6+7) 8 11

10. All foods kept on shelves of wall cabinets (8+9) 8 14
11. Dishes and ready-to-eat foods (4+8) 12 27
12. Dishes and all foods assigned so sink and serving centers

(4+5+8) 12 284
13. Mixing bowls, and minor mixing and baking equipment

(mixing center) 12 8
14. Beverage makers (range center) 8
15. All utensils on shelves of wall cabinet (13+14) 12 9
16. Soap; cleansers (sink center) 6 1
17. All supplies and equipment, link and serving centers (12+16) 12 294
18. All supplies and equipment, mixing center (6+13) 12 1
19. All supplies and equipment, range center (7+14) 8
20. Flat utensils and trays in vertical slots 14 1
21. Electrical appliances used at meal table 12 14
22. Books, bulletins, recipe file 1

Total shelving 52
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A. For dishes and packaged

o For location over refrigerator.
Planned for elentricol table
000liOflCas, refrigerator containers
and Strauss, dishes stored
cortically. Closed by roller shade

Fon location over mixing fable. -

Sfveloes spaced to accornecodata
packaged toads and eiiaieg bowls
Racks on doaes

E For location aver electric range
Planned fan baoerage makers, tea,
coffee, and packaged cereals

It -

- N

.j
C. Foe use an draft ocoler.

F. For location over niiaing table.
Closed by roller shade
Built -in floor bin and sifter
Step shelves far spices

Figure 2. Patterns for wall cabinets. Construction allowancesthickness of
base, sides, and shelves, inch; width of facing, 1 inches. Shelf placement
was planned for specified distance from bottom of cabinet to floor of room,
as follows: ASO inches; 13-50 inches; CSO inches; D-62 inches to
64 inches; E-52 inches; F-52 inches. See Table 2.

Table 3 gives estimates of the length of shelving needed in the
average Oregon farm kitchen for various groups of articles that may
be assigned to wall cabinets. These data can be used in estimating
widths of wall cabinets by referring to Table 2 for number of shelves
within reach. Table 3 can also be used in estimating the size of
floor-to-ceiling cabinets needed for material in excess of that provided
in wall-and-base cabinets of the widths required by work surfaces.

Figure 2 illustrates six patterns for wall cabinets with shelves
that utilize the data contained in Tables 1, 2r and 3. Some special
features shown are cut-back shelves, racks on doors, built-in flour
bin with sifter, step shelves for spices, vertical slots for large flat
dishes, and shelving permitting air flow through the cabinet.

BASE CABINETS
General Considerations

The main objectives in planning a base cabinet are (1) to pro-
vide a work surface of the required depth, width, and height for the
activities assigned to it, and (2) make the most of the storage space

OREGON STATE COLLEGE KITCHEN CABINET paTTERNS
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under it. Even with the minimum construction allowance the vertical
measure of the available storage space in a base cabinet is small, and
this fact, together with the inconvenience of getting at articles where
stooping is required, suggests the advisability of the following limi-
tations in planning base cabinets:

Plan shelves and drawers in separate tiers wherever possible.
Avoid cabinets with openings less than 14 inches wide. Use

more than one door if opening is more than 18 inches wide.
In a cabinet with shelves, use the base as the first shelf.

Make other shelves narrower than the base by about 6 inches to pre-
vent articles from being pushed out of sight and to permit use of
doors for hanging utensils or for racks.

In a cabinet with drawers, plan the upper ones for utensils
and supplies in more frequent use.

Because of the inconvenience of stooping, drawers are better
than shelves for materials that do not shift with the movement of the
drawer. Cabinets with drawers, however, are more expensive to
construct than are those with shelves. The following list of articles
grouped with respect to the relative importance of drawers as a
means of storage will serve as a guide in reducing the number of
drawers in an installation.

Drawers more important:
Knives and other small utensils used at the sink and in

serving foods.
Small utensils used in mixing.
Small utensils used at the stove.
Flour, sugar, and other staples in lots of 6 or more pounds.
Dish towels; hand towels; other textiles.
Table silver.

Drawers less important:
Bulk staples, less than 6-pound lots.
Saucepans and skillets.
Utensils in slots.
Bread, cake.

Applying the above recommendations to the planning of base
cabinets for the entire kitchen, it is evident that for the sake of econ-
omy it may be desirable to combine center requirements for storage.
Following are combinations of food preparation centers that are suit-
able for the average kitchen:

1. Base cabinet with shelves:
Sink and mixing centers
Sink and stove centers
Stove and mixing centers
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2. Base cabinet with drawers:
Sink and serving centers
Sink and mixing centers
Serving and mixing centers

Tables 4 to 25 give the information needed in designing both
types of base cabinets for Oregon farm families.

BASE CABINET WITH SHELVES

Storage Space in Relation to Over-all Dimensions
Tables 4 and 5 give the information needed in utilizing the

space under a specific work surface to the best advantage. Table 4
shows the total vertical space available in a base cabinet when this is
undivided and when there are from 2 to 5 divisions. The cabinet
heights for which these data are given are those recommended for the
various kitchen work surfaces.* Table 5 gives the width of the stor-
age space in an unpartitioned cabinet of specified over-all depth.

1Assumed construction: top of cabinet to Lop of upper shelf space, 21 inches; height of
toe space, 33 inches; thickness of shelves and base, inch.

2For uses of cabinets of these heights, see Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Co-ia-
si4erat ions- us Planning Kitchen Cabinets, Table 2.

5Base counted as shelf.

Table 5. INStDE \\TIDTH OF UNFASTITIONED STORAGE CARtNET WITH SHELVES, IN RELATION
TO OVER-ALL WIDTH.1

1Assumed thickness of sides of cabinet 3 inch.
'For uses of cabinets of these widths see Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Con-

si-deratwns in Planning Kitchen Cabinets.

Oregon Station Bulletin 445, Cosis-ideration.t in Planning Kitche-n Cabinets.

28 212 20 19* 19 18*
32 252 241 22* 23 222
36 29* 281 271 27 26
38 311 31 30* 291 28

21 191
28 261
30 28
32 301
36 341

Table 4. SuM OF CLEARANCES OVER SHELVES IN A BASE CABINET. IN RELATION TO NUMBER
OF SHELVES.1

Sum of clearances over shelves in cabinet of
specified number of shelf spaces3

Over-all height
of cabinet' 1 sace 2 Spaces 3 spaces 4 spaces I spaces

Inches Inches Incises Inches Inches Inches

Inside width
Over-all width of cabinet' of cabinet

Jtsches Inches
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Shelf Dimensions in Relation to Use
in Table 6 there are listed groups of articles that might be as-

signed to shelves in base cabinets in the process of planning storage
space in a given ensemble. For each group of articles there is given
the minimum clearance above a shelf needed for the tallest article in
the group, and the length of shelving that would be adequate for the
average farm kitchen.

1See Appendix Tables C-2 and C-3, Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Ccn.eid-
eratwns iss PIan.nitig Kitchen Cabinets.

2Length needed if shelving is continuous. If these data are used in planning a tier of
two or three shelves, allowance should be made for the comparatively large size of some
individual items.

In Table 7 suggestions are given for the number of shelves and
for their placement in base cabinets 36, 37, and 3S inches high, in
order to be suitable for articles stored at the mixing, sink, and serving
centers, and for special groups of materials.

Patterns for Base Cabinets with Shelves
In Figure 3 there are shown patterns for base cabinets based on

standards contained in Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7. Included are sugges-
tions for locations adjacent to the sink, under the sink, and adjacent
to the range. Two patterns are shown for the utilization of the cor-
ners in an L-shaped ihstallation.

BASE CABINETS WITH DRAWERS
Considerations

The design of a base cabinet with drawers is more important
than any other detail of the kitchen because drawers are relatively

Table 6. MINIMUM CLEARANCE OVER SHELF AND LENGTH OF SHELVING NEEDED FOR SeEd-
FlED GROUt'S OF ARTICLES IN THE AVERAGE OREGON FARM KITCHEN

WHEN STORED IN BASE CABINETS.

Minimum
clearance

over Length of
Group Item Center shelf1 shelving2

Inches Feet
1. Baking dishes Mixing 7 4
2. Mixing bowls; minor mixing equipment Mixing 9 4
3. Kettles; saucepans Sink 10 5

4. Skillets; griddles Range 6 4
5. Flat utensils in short vertical slots 14
6. Flat utensils in tall vertical slots 20 9
7. Beverage makers Stove 13 2
S. Electric mixer Mixing 17 1
9. Attachments for electric mixer Mixing 7 2

10. Other electrical appliances Serving 9 19
11. Canning equipment 18 5
12. Dishwasliing equipment Sink 9 49
13. Cleaning supplies Sink 11 1
14. Garbage and dry waste container Sink 13 2
15. Miscellaneous utensils Sink 15 3
16. Recipe file; books; bulletins Mixing 10 1



Table 7. SUGGESTED SHELF PLACEMENT IN BASE CABINETS IN RELATION TO Use or CssiNeT.

Over-all
height

of base
cabinet

Intended use of storage
space (major items)

Approximate distance between shelves

Over third
shelf

Inches

Base to
first shelf

Over first
shelf

Over see-
ond shelf

Incises
36 1. Mixing centerbowls;

Inches Incises inches

baking dishes 10 9 9
2. Sink centeradjacent to

sink bowl, kettles;
saucepans. 11 9 9

under sink bowl,
dishwashing equip-
ment and supplies 11 Rem1

3. Range centerskillets
4. Any of utensils listed

above 11 7 10
5. Utensils in vertical

slots
a. Smaller flat utensils 14 6 8
b. All flat utensils 20 8

6. Electric mixer and at-
tachments; mixing
bowls and baking
dishes 16 6 6

7. Kettles; containers for
staples 14 14

8. Foods in draft cooler 14 14

37 1. Mixing centerbosvls;
baking dishes 11 9 9

2. Sink center--adjacent to
sink bowl, kettles;
saucepans 11 8 10

- -under sink bowl,
dishsvashing
equipment and
supplies 11 Rem1

3. Range centerskillets S 6 6
4. Any of utensils listed

above 11 8 10
5. Utensils in vertical

slots;
a. Smaller flat utensils 14 9 6

All flat utensils 20 9
6. Electric mixer and at-

tachments; mixing
bowls and baking
dishes 17 6 6

7. Kettles; containers for
staples 13 9 7

8. Foods in draft cooler 13 9 7

388 1. Mixing centerbowls;
baking dishes 11 .9 10

2. Sink centeradjacent to
sink bowl, kettles;
saucepans 11 9 10

under sink bowl,
dishsvashing
equipment and
supplies 11 Rem1

3. Range center---skillets 9 6 6

4. Any of utensils listed
above 11 8 11

5. Utensils in vertical
slots:

a. Smaller flat utensils 14 10 6

b. All flat utensils 20 11
6. Electric mixer and

attachments; mixing
bowls; baking dishes 17 6 7

7. Kettles; containers for
staples 13 10 7

8. Foods in draft cosler 13 9 8

1Amoun depends upon inside height of si nle bowl.
2lncludes section with slots.
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A. Cabinet for lo000en adjacent
a sink Planned tar kettles end
sauce pane

G Shelf unde, sink far dish parc
end drainer Stared vertindlip
Space below it for 9erber pci
and waste basket

S Cabinet tar corner lacot,an
Serves some purpose as cabinet A.

F. Cabinet far Scarier edlocent
to renQe. Contains drawer Va,
smell utensils end 5Jteifl fat
Clv liSts

C. Cabinet far location adjacent
to sink. Planned fa, baSJnq utenada
and scone pens Upper portion has
retnereable Inset with vertical slots.

F. Cabinet with slldinQ deer.

For asnoer locetron adjacent
to cabinet tnith drawers.

Figure 3. Patterns for base cabinets with shelves. Construction allowances
thickness of base, sides, and shelves, inch; width of facing, hI inches;
height of toe space, 3 inches; difference between over-all depth of counter
and depth of cabinet, 1 inch.

expensive to build and to remodel, and because there is little than can
be done to make them readily convertible to new uses.

For space economy as well as the convenience of the user, it is
desirable to plan drawers for specific uses. Drawers that are inade-
quate in number or in depth may prevent the storage of equipment
and supplies near the places where they are most frequently used,
and in the quantities needed.

The two. types of information required by the designer concern
the net amount of storage in a base cabinet of given size, and
the minimun requirements of the material it is desirable to

accommodate.

Storage Space in Relation to Over-all Dimensions
Table 8 shows the net amount of vertical space in a cabinet of

a given height, when this space is used for one to five drawers. This
information is given for the situation in which there is no pull-out
board to complicate decisions as to the best use of the drawer space,
as well as for the situation in which there may be one or more
boards at specific heights in the tier. The heights of base cabinets
and of pull-out boards included in this and subsequent tables are
those recommended for various kitchen tasks.*

o Oregon Station Bulletin 445, Censideeatzons in Plannitsg Kitchen Cabinets, Table 2b.

OREGON STATE COLLEGE KITCHEN CAbINET eeTTERNS I or you now ease eras.
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Table 8. SUM OF OVER-ALL HEIGHTS OF DRAWERS IN A TIER, IN RELATION TO OVER-ALL HEIGHT OF CABINET, NUMBER OF DRAWERS, AND NUMBER AND
PLACEMENT OF FULL-OUT BOARDS.1
A. NO PULL-OUT BOARD IN TIER.

inches inches
Pastry board, 333 36

383

Writing board, 28
L

383

Lapboard, 24 32
36
383

inches

B. ONE BOARD IN TIER.

Sum of over-all drawer heights in relation to number of drawers in tier

C. TWO BOARDS IN THE SAME TIER.

br piay or Urawer, 5 IflCfl.

Inches Inches inches

173
113

3Assurned construction: top of cabinet to top of first opening. 23 inches; height of toe space 33 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers,
3 inch; width of facing, 13 inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch. A lowance ' , - -,

2See Table 2-B, Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Conssderatrons in Planning Kitchen Cabinets.
11n planning the use of stock drawers, the over-all height of the cabinet or the height of the board may in some cases need to be altered a fraction of

an inch to make this possible. However, 36-inch cabinets must be exact in over-all height as they are customarily used in ensemble with range, cabinet,
sink, or other purchased equipment. -

4See part ii, above, for drawer space shove the upper board and below the lower one.

Above board

2 drawers 3 drawers

Below

2 drawers

Soard

3 drawers drawers1 drawer 4 drawers 1 drawer

Inches inches Inches Inches Inches inches
263
263

inches
253
253

inches
243
243

43 22 213 203 193
73 22 213 203 193

43 18 173 163
83 18 173 163

113 103 18 173 163

163 153 143 6
20 193 18 18 6
233 223 21 203 6

28 213 203 193 183
32 253 243 233 229
36
385

291,
31

283
303

273
293

261,
29

258
283

cabinet3 I drawer 2 drawers 3 drawers 4 drawers 5 drawers

Inches Inches inches Inches Inches Inches

Pastry board 333; lapboard 24 7 63
Pastry board 333; step board 12 19 183
Writing board 28; Step board 12 133 123
Lapboard 24; step board 12 93 83

Height of Sum of over-all heights of drawers in relation to number in tier

Sum of over-all heights of drawers between boards4

Uses and heights of boards3 1 drawer 2 drawers 3 drawers

Height of
cabinetUse and height of board3

32
36
383

Step board, 1
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The use of the data in Table 8 in planning base cabinets with
pull-out boards is illustrated by Figure 4. The problem is the

amount of drawer space
T in a tier 36 inches high

. that has a pastry board
33 inches high and a

°'-.. 'f lapboard 24 inches high.
Table 8-n shows that
there is not enough
room for a drawer over
the upper board, and
that there is room for
an 18-inch drawer be-
low the lower one if
only one drawer is de-
sired for that space.
Table 8-c shows that
the space between the
boards is sufficient for
a 7-inch drawer.

The sum of the over-
all drawer heights plus
construction allowances
and clearances above
drawers and pull-out
boards equals the height
of the cabinet.

9 gives the over-all width of a tier of drawers when a
given width is used for 1, 2, or 3 tiers.

Table 9. OVER-ALL, WIDTH OF DRAWERS 1St CABINET WITH SPECIFIED Nuwaps 01' TIERS.1

Figure 4. Vertical construction allowances in
cabinet with drawers and pull-out boards.

Table
cabinet of

'Assumed construction: op of cabinet to top of first opening, 2-f inches; height of toe
space, 3 inches; thickness of sides, shelves and dividers, inch; width of facing, 15 inches;
difference betiveen inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch. Allowance for play of
drawer, inch.

'See Table I for uses of cabinets of these lengths.
'Assumes tiers to be of same width, if more than one tier in cabinet.

OREGON STATE COLLEGE
CORVALLIS, OREGON

KITCHEN CABINET PATTERNS
ULV 1940

RESEARCH IN AGRICULTURE
AND ROME ECCNOM,US

DIETS OF AGO MRS ii HOME ICON
OREGON AGO EDRERiMENT STATION

Approximate over-ali width
in reiaiion to number

of tier
of tierst

Sum of over-all widths
of drawers.in relation

to number of tiers
Ovcr.all width

of cabinet' i tier 2 tiers 2 tiers 3 tiers3 tiers

IiSCJies Inches Inches Incites Inches Inches
2i 17 8 16i
28 24 11 7 23 21
30 2f 12 7 25 23
32 28 i3 27I 25
36 32 15 9 81 29

two

-I-

I.

I
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Dimensions of Cabinet with Stock Drawers
In planning a base cabinet it may be desirable to vary from the

desired width or height slightly in order to make use of stock
drawers. In determining the over-all width of a one-tier cabinet,
3 inches should be added to the width of the drawer, and for a two-
tier cabinet, 4 inches should be added to twice the drawer width.*
The over-all height of a cabinet equals the drawer height, or sum of
heights, plus 6 inches for base and top, plus per drawer for divider
and clearance. It is therefore apparent that usually the over-all di-
mensions of a cabinet will include a fraction of an inch when the
over-all drawer dimensions are whole inches. Table 10 is intended
for reference in adjusting widths and heights to make use of stock
drawers. -

Table 10. DIMENSIONS OF BASE CABINET WITH STOCK DRAWERS.
A. OVER-ALL WIDTH OF CABINET IN S l,STION OVER-Al WIDTH OF DRAWERS.

B. OVER-ALL }IEICHT OF CABINET IN RELATION cO SU I OF OVER-ALL DRAWER 1-IEIGHTS.

Over-all Heights of Drawers in Relation to Their Uses
Because of the nature of some of the materials stored in kitchen

drawers, such as textiles or dry groceries, there is wide latitude in
planning the division of vertical space in a cabinet with drawers.

Assumed construction: top of cabinet to top of first opening, 29 inches; height of toe
space, 39 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers, 9 inch; width of facing 19 inches;
difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch. Allowance for play of
drawer, inch.

20 27$ 289 290 30$
21 28$ 29 309 319
22 29$ 30 319 32$
23 30$ 310 329 339
24 31$ 329 339 349
25 329 339 349 359
26 33$ 349 359 36$
27 34$ 3T 369, 379
28 35$
29 36$

369,
379

379
385

389

30 37$ 389
31 38$

width of drawer

\Vidth of cabinet

Two tiersOne tier

Inches Inches Inches
10 139 24$
12 159 28$
14 179 32$
16 199 36$
18 21 40$
20 23: 44$
22 252. 48'
24 279 52$

Sum of over-all
Height of cabinet of specified number of drawers

drawer heights 2 3 4 5

Inches Inches I-iiches Inches inches



Hence, for space economy, it is well to plan vertical division along
with length, starting with preliminary decisions as to the desired
number of drawers in the tier and desirable depths.

The data in Table 11 have been assembled from information con-
tained in Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Considerations in
Planning Kitchen Cabinets, for use in deciding the best use of stor-
age in a base cabinet of specified width, or in determining the width
of a cabinet needed for specified storage facilities.

Plans for Base Cabinets with Drawers
Data contained in preceding tables pertaining to the use require-

ments of various materials that may be stored in base cabinets with
drawers and the net storage space in a base cabinet of a given size
have been utilized in the development of the plans for tiers of

Table 11. Uses OF DRAWERS OP VARIOUS HEIGI-tI'S FOR MATERIALS CLASSIFIED BY CENTERS.

A. MATERIALS USED IN FOOD PREPARATION, AND ARTICLES THAT MAY BE STORED WITH THEM.

Center

Mixng Center

Lnk center

Serving center

Range center 5
6 to 11

12
15
22

Recipe pamphletS; cook books; tools1; refrigerator covers3;
electric Cords

Small utensils laid in drawer; paper.'
Meat grinder; paper'; bulk foods'; Spices, 4 ounceS.'
Card recipe file in box; paper'; bulk foods'; spices, S ounces.7
Sifler; bulls foods'; spices, 1 pound.1
Bulk foods.'
Bulk foods'; packaged foods.'
Bulk foods.'
Bulk foods'; utensils in slots.
Bulk foods.'

Small utensils laid in drawer; tools'; refrigerator covers.'
Dish towels; band towels; aprons; child's play materials;

paper.4 -

Dish towels; hand towels; aprons; child's play materials;
paper.'

Dish towels; hand towels; aprons; cl,ild's play materials;
paper4; fruits and vegetables.1

Fruits and vegetables.1
Fruits and vegetables.'
Fruits and vegetables.1
Packaged foods; fruits and vegetables.5
Disliwashing supplies; laundry supplies; fruits and vegetables.5
Utensils in vertical slots.
Utensils hung o,i sides of drawer; towels hung over bars.
Towels hung over bars.

Table silver; refrigerator covers'; electric cords.
Small utensils; paper'; table linen; aprons; child's play ma-

terials.
Table linen; aprons; child's play materials; paper.
Table linen; bread; cake; aprons; play materials; paper.4
Packaged foods.
Utensils in vertical slots.

Utensils laid in drawer; kindling.
Kindling.
Packa5ed foods.
Utensilo in slots.
Utensils hung in drawer.

PATTERNS FOR KITCHEN CABINETS 23

Over-all
heIght of

drawer Materials for which drawer is suitable'

Inches

5

10
11

12 to 15
16 10 20

4
5

6

7

S

10
11
12
14
19

20 to 22

4
5

12
15
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Table 11 (Continued). Usas or DRAWERS OF VARIOUS HEIGhTS POtS MATERIALS CLASSIFIED
nv CENTERS.

B. OTHER MATERIALS.

Center

Farm and
household
business

Sewing

Unassigned to
a center

Over-1l
height of

drawer

inches

5 to 7

7 to 11
12

8 to 14

Materials for which drawer is suitable1

Pencils, stamps, etc.
Pamphlets.
Catalogs; account hooks; receipts; vouchers.
Stationery; card file; steel box.
Correspondence file.
Fire-resistant file.5

Thread; small equipment.
Mending scraps; new goods; unfinished articles, folded; arti-

cles to be mended.
Same as 7 inch; also patterns stored on side, and unironed

garments.
Same as 7 inch; also unironed garments.
Unironed garments.
Unironed garments; patterns stored on end.
Unironed garments.
Portable sewing machine.

Tools2; refrigerator covers0; electric cords.
Gloves; mittens; scarfs; caps; folded aprons; child's materials;

sacks and wrapping paper.
Overshoes; house shoes,
Laundry supplies.
Garments to be ironed.

1The specified over-all he ght is the desirable one for the materials specified, in that it in-
sures adequate provision for the material itself, and meets the standard for minimum clear-
ance over it. Obviously, a deeper drawer can be used for a given material; for example a
5-inch drawer is suitable for cookbooks as well as small utensils.

2Hammer, pliers, screwdriver.
0Fabric covers for refrigerator containers.
4Used in putting up lunches, as sacks, wrapping paper, waxed paper in roll, paper

napkins.
°As potatoes, onions, apples, oranges. These drawers should be ventilated to the outer

air. See Table 12, Oregon Station Bulletin 445, Cosi.i-idere.lions sos Planning Kitchen
Cabinets.

6lbod., Tables 8, 9, 10, and Appendix Tables C-12 and C-13. Following is a summary of
suitable over-aU heights of drawers for bulk foods in 6-pound and in 12-pound lots, and
flour and sugar in larger amounts

'This height accommodates most of the brands of spices in cans found on the shelves in
Oregon grocery stores, up to and including the size specified.

8Other than spices.
5Hss thick bottom and lid. Depth about 10 inches.
'°Compartment.

drawers given in Tables 13 to 26 and illustrated by Figures 5 to 9.
These plans provide for the storage of utensils and supplies assigned
to the various Centers and combinations of Centers. The variations in

Over-all height
of drawer

Sections in 1f12 1f16
Commodity Amount drawer inches wide inches wide

Pounds Number inches inches
Bulk, foods general 6 per section 2 6 to 8
Bulk, foods general 6 per section 6 to 9 6 to 8
Bulk, foods general 12 per Section Not divided 6 to 7 6
Bulk, foods general 12 per Section 2 8 to 12 6 to 9
Bulk, foods general 12 per section 3 10 to 12 8 to 12
Flour, 2-inch margin Ito 60 Not divided 10 to 16 8 to 13
Flour, 6-inch margin 3Oto 60 Not divided 14 to 20 12 to 16
Sugar 60 to 110 Not divided 11 to 19 9 to 14

3

1
13

4
7

8

10
11

12 to 14
1 815
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height of Cabinet include those recommended for work surfaces and
that of commercial equipment, 36 inches.

Each of these plans is a summary description of a pattern. For
convenience of reference, construction allowances are repeated as
footnotes, hence all of the data needed for a scale drawing are in-
cluded in the table in which a specific plan appears.

With the materials assigned to each center, there have been in-
cluded some items that might be allocated to the center in certain
kitchen layouts. For example, if the refrigerator is adjacent to the
mixing table it might be desirable to Find room in one of the drawers
under the latter for the fabric covers used over refrigerator con-
tainers.

The uses listed may be combinations or alternates. For exam-
ple, in Table 13, plan 3, the uses listed for the six-inch drawer are
intended to be interpreted as follows: The drawer might be divided
into sections for the storage of sacks and other paper; the drawer is
deep enough for the food grinder; and it might, of course, be utilized
for the storage of the articles listed for drawers less than six inches
high.

Following are the suggested steps in making use of these plans
in designing kitchen cabinets.

Consult the index below (Table 12). Locate the section ap-
plying to the storage provision for which plans are to be
made, then the appropriate cabinet height, and finally, the
group of plans that have the desired pull-out boards.
Turn to the table that lists the specific group of plans applying
to the problem, and select the tier plan that most nearly meets
the need.

Before consulting the index, it is essential to have a list of items
for whose provision storage is needed in the cabinet for which the
plan is to be made, and a sketch of the proposed kitchen layout.

Base Cabinets for the Mixing Center
Table 13 suggests ways of planning the storage space in a tier

of drawers under the counter intended to be used for mixing, rolling
out pastry, and the like. Variations apply to cabinets 32 inches and
36 inches high, with tiers that are 12 inches and 16 inches wide, re-
spectively. Each plan for the use of the available storage space in
the tier is accompanied by a listing of items for which the various
drawers are suitable, including the capacity of the larger drawers in
terms of flour and sugar.

Adjustments have been made in drawer heights so that not more
than one of them is a fractional measure. Reference to Table 11 will
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show whether the height of this drawer can be revised downward if
stock drawers are to be used.

The first section of the table lists patterns that are suitable for
the situation in which there is no pull-out board in the tier. There

Table 12. SUMMARY OF PLANS FOR BASE CABINETS INCLUDED IN TABLES 13 TO 26.

'Provision for articles listed in Table 11 far the Center specified.
2Other than board just underneath counter. Where pastry board is specified it is placed

at a height of approximately 33 inches, for use without removal.

Storage provision1 Pull-out boards in tier2
Height of

cabinet
Table

number

Mixing center None
Pastry board
Lapboard

Incites
32, 36
36
22, 36

13-a
12-b
12-c

Step board 22,26 13-d
Pastry board and lapboard 26 13-e
Lapboard and step board 22, 26 13-f
Pastry board and step board 36 13-g
Pastry board, lapboard, and step board 36 13-h

Sink center None 36, 388 14-a
Lapboard 36, 388 14-b
Step board 26, 288 14-c
Lapboard and step board 36, 388 14-d

Serving center None 36, 388 15-a
Step board 36, 388 15-b

Range center None 32, 36 16

Sink and Serving
Centers Noise 36, 388 17-a

Lapboard 26 17-b
Step board 26, 388 17-c

Sink and mixing
centers None

Pastry board
36, 388,
36, 288

18-a
18-b

Lapboard 36, 388 18-c
Step board 26, 388 18-d

Sink, serving and
mixing centers. None 36, 388 19-a

Pastry board 36, 388 19-b
Lapboard 26, 288 19-c
Step board 36, 388 19-d
Pastry board; tapboard 36, 288 19-e

Range and mixing
Centers None 26 20-a

Pastry board 36 20-b
Lapboard 36 20-c

Business center None 28 21
Sewing None 24, 36. 388 22

Serving and busi-
ness centers None 36, 388 23-a

Writing board 26, 388 23-b

Serving and
sewing None 36, 388 24

Sewing and
business None 36 25-a

Writing board 36 25-b
Not classified

by Centers None 36, 388 26
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may of course be a pastry board and a board for attaching a food
grinder in slots cut in the apron under the work counter.

It is expected that the average woman would use the pastry
board on top of a 32-inch cabinet, but if it is desired to make the
over-all height of the mixing table 36 inches, in order to conform to
the height of adjacent surfaces, she will have to use the pastry board
on the meal table or some other surface that is lower than 36 inches,
or have the board set at a suitable height for using it in place. Table
13-B shows how the drawer space can be utilized in a 36-inch cabinet
in which the latter plan was used.

Part c of Table 13 lists patterns for a unit that contains a lap-
board. In a 32-inch cabinet, the space above the lapboard is suitable
for the utensil drawer (Patterns 23, 24), but the use of the lapboard
in the 36-inch cabinet acts as a hindrance to the best use of the stor-
age space, as is shown by contrasting Patterns 9 and 25.

A step board built into the lower cabinet at a height of 12 inches
from the floor will bring the upper part of a wall cabinet 8 feet high
within the reach of the majority of homemakers. The incorporation
of a step board does not greatly hinder the utilization of the storage
space in the tier of drawers under the mixing cabinet. Part D of
Table 13 lists a variety of patterns for 3-drawer and 4-drawer instal-
lations containing step boards.

A tier of drawers in a 36-inch cabinet may contain both a fixed
pastry board to be used in place, and a lapboard, thus enabling the
worker to shift her position readily from standing to sitting. Pat-
terns for this combination are given in Table 13-F.

If the flour and sugar drawers do not need to be large, a lap-
board and a step board may be incorporated in the same tier without
undue reduction in the usefulness of the space available for drawers.
Table 13-F gives four patterns for tiers in which both a lapboard and
a step board have been incorporated.

Some useful patterns are possible when both a step board and a
pastry board are in a tier of drawers of a 36-inch cabinet (Table 13
part G) or when all three types of pull-out boards are included
(part H).

Figure 5 illustrates seven patterns for base cabinets approximat-
ing 32 inches in height, and five that are 36 inches high. The patterns
vary in number of drawers, capacity of flour and sugar drawers, and
the inclusion of a drawer deep enough for baking pans stored in ver-
tical slots. Two of the patterns provide lapboards. One of the pat-
terns is that of a single-tier unit on casters, with drop leaves, a useful
type for a wide kitchen.
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Figure 5. Patterns for base cabinets with drawers. For use at mixing center.
Construction allowancesthickness of counter top plus widtl of apron, 2
inches; height of toe space, 3 inches; thickness of base, sides, and dividers,
f inch; width of facing, 1 inches; difference between inside and over-all
height of drawer, 1 inch; vertical and lateral allowances for play of drawer,

inch; difference between over-all depth of counter and depth of cabinet,
1 inch. Assumed inside depth of drawers, 21 inches. Margin over con-
tents : flour, 2 inches unless otherwise stated ; sugar Li inches.
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SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIPIC CENTERS.
A. NO PULL-OUT BOARD IN TIES.

J

Over-all heights
of drawers

in tier1

Inches

L6 ?

12

5
6

12

8
10

12

5
7

11

10

13

5
7

[5

5
10
121

6
7
8,

5
10
12'

7
8

12

.5

6
7
8

Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
Flour 59 pounds; sugar 92 pounds 1

Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 40 pounds; sugar 63 pounds
Utensils in slots; flour 41 pounds; sugar 65 pounds 2

Small utensils; paper
Bilk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
Utensils in slots; flour 42 pounds; sugar 66 pounds 3

Small utensils; paper
Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
Packaged foods; sections for bulk foods; flour 33 pounds; sugar 52 pounds 4

Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 56 pounds; sugar 88 pounds
Utensils in slots; flour 57 pounds; sugar 90 pounds 5

Small utensils; paper
Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer spices
Packaged foods; sections for bulk foods; flour 52 pounds; sugar 82 pounds 6

Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 31 pounds; sugar 50 pounds
Flour, 6-inch margin, 50 pounds; sugar 105 pounds; utensils hung in

drawer

Utensils in slots; flour 45 pounds; sugar 70 pounds
Flour 55 pounds; sugar 85 pounds; utensils in slots

Small utensils; paper
Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper
Flour 54 pounds; sugar 84 pounds; utensils in slots

Small utensils; paper
Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 31 pounds; sugar 50 pounds
Utensils in slots; flour 42 pounds; sugar 66 pounds 10

Small utensils; paper
Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
Card recitje file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; spices; paper
Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter 11

Small utensils; paGer
Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 44 pounds; sugar 69 pounds
Utensils in slots; flour 58 pounds; sugar 91 pounds 12

Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawers; spices; paper
Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
Utensils in slots; flour 58 pounds; sugar 91 pounds 13

Over-all height
of cabinet

inches

Over-all width
of drawer

inches

Drawers
in tier

32 32 2

32 12 2

32 12 3

32 12 3

32 16 2

30 16 3

36 12 2
to\0

36 12 2

36 - 12 3

36 12 3

36 12

36 16 3

36 16 3

36 16 4

Pattern
Uses2 number

Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
Sma.. utensils; paper

Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawers; spices; paper
14Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter

7

8

9
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Table 13, Part A (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE tie Ease CABINET, FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO TOtE MIXING
CENTER, AND FOR SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

B. WITh PASTRY ROARS 33 INCItES HIGH.

2

Over-all height
of cabinet

Over-all width
of drawer

Drawers
in tier

Over-all heights
of drawers

in tiert

Inches

Uses2
Pa
nu

Inches Inches
36 12 2 123 Utensils in slots; flour 43 pounds; sugar 68 pounds

14 Utensils tfl slots; flour 49 pounds; sugar 77 pounds
36 12 1 5 Small utensils; paper

8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
12$ Utensils In slots; flour 44 pounds; sugar 68 pounds

36 12 3 7 Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; spices; jsaper
8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter

10 Packaged foods; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 35 pounds; sugar
55 pounds

36 12 4 5 Small utensils; paper
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
63 Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; spices; paper
7 Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; spices; paper

36 16 2 1i.i Utensils in slots; flour 60 pounds; sugar 93 pounds
14 Utensils in slots; flour, 6-inch margin 44 pounds; sugar 106 hounds

36 36 3 5 Small utensils; paper
10 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 44 pounds; sugar 69 pounds
10$ Packaged foods; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 48 pounds; sugar

76 pounds

36 16 3 7 Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawers; spices; paper
8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter

10$ Packaged foods; bulk foods in sectioneddrawer; flour 48 pounds; sugar
76 pounds

36 16 4 1 Small utensils; paper
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
63 Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawers; spices; paper
7 Card recipe file; hulk foods in sectioned drawers; spices; paper

7

8

9

0

tern
nber

5



Table 13 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE MIXING CENTER AND
SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

C. WITH LAPBOARD.

Over-all
height of

cabinet

Inches
32

36

Over-all
Number of drawers Over-all heights

Above Below Drawerswidth of Pattern
drawer lapboard lapboard Lapboard in tier1 Uses2 number

Inches - Inches incises
12 1 2 23 5 Small utensils; paper

6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
10 Packaged foods; sections for bulk foods; flour 35 pounds;

sugar 55 pounds 23

16 1 2 23 5 Small utensils; paper
S Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter 24

16 1 2 23 5 Small utensils; paper
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder

10 Flour 44 pounds; sugar 69 pounds 25

12 1 2 23 S Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder

11 Packaged foods; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 36
pounds; sugar 57 pounds 26

16 1 2 23 8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder

11 Packaged foods; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 50
pounds; sugar 78 pounds 27

32

32

36



Table 13 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOE STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE MIXING CENTER AND
SElECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

0. WITH STEP BOARD 12 INCHES HIGH.

Over-all
height of
cabinet

Inches
32

Over-all
width of
drawer

Inches
12

Number of drawers
Over-all heights

of drawers
in tier1

Inches
5

10

Uses2
Pattern
numberAbove

step board

2

Below
step board

Small utensils: paper
Packaged foods; sections for bulk foods; flour 35 pounds;

sugar 55 pounds
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 28

32 16 I 2 1 5 Small utensils; paper
10 Packaged foods; sections for bulk foods; flour 48 pounds;

sugar 76 oounds
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 29

36 12 2 1 5 Small utensils; paper
14 Utensils in slots; flour 53 pounds; sugar 82 pounds

6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 30

36 12 2 1 7 Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; spices;
paper

12 Utensils in slots; flour 44 pounds; sugar 68 pounds
6 Bulk food in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 31

36 12 3 -5 Small utensils; paper
Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; spices;

paper
7 Card recipe file; hulk foods in sectioned drawer; spices;

paper
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 32

36 1 -9 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 37 pounds; sugar
60 pounds

:

10 Packaged foods; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 48
pounds; sugar 76 pounds

36

6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder

Small utensils; paper

33

1
Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; spiCes;

Paper
7 Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; spices;

paper
6 Bulk foods in sectioned rirawer; paper; grinder 34



Table 13 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE MnIING CENTER AND
SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

E. PASTRY BOARD 33 INCHES i-rIots; LAPROARD APPROXIMATELY 24 INCHES HIGH.

F. PASTRY LAPBOARD APPROXIMATELY 24 INCHES HIGH; STEP BOARD 12 INCHES HIGH.

er-all
tht of
binet

Over-all
width of
drawer

Number of drawers Over-all heights
-

-J Drawers
Lapboard in tier'

Inches Incites -

Uses2
Pattern
number

-
Above

lapboard

------ ---
Between
boards

Below
step board

chos Inches
32 12 1 1 1 23 5 Small utensils; pager

9 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 27 pounds;
sugar 44 pounds

6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 38

32 16 1 1 1 3L 5 Small utensils; paper
9 Sections for dry foods; flour 38 pounds; sugar

61 pounds
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 39

36 12 1 1 1 24 8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
10 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 31 pounds;

sugar 50 pounds
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 40

16 16 1 1 1 24 8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
10 Sections for dry foods; flour 45pounds; sugar

70 pounds
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 41

Over-all
height of
cabinet

Over-all
width of
drawer

Number of drawers Over-all

Lapboard

Inches

heights

Drawers
in tier1

Inches

Uses2
Pattern
number

- - - -
Above

lapboard
Below

lapboard

Inches Inches
36 12 2 26 5 Small utensils; paper

9 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer
10 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 32 pounds; sugar

51 pounds 35

36 16 1 2 26 5 Small utensils; paper
8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer

11 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 51 pounds; sugar
79 pounds 36

36 16 I 1 2 24 7 Card recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; spices; paper
8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter

Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 38 pounds; sugar
61 pounds 37

0
hei

ca

I



Table 13 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASS CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE MIXING CENTER AND
SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

G. PASTRY BOARD 33 INCHES HIGH; STEP BOARD 12 INCHES HIGH.

Over-all
height of
Cabinet

Over-all
width of
drawer

Number of drawers
Over-all heights

of drawers
in tier1 Uses2

Pattern
number

Above
Step board

Below
step board

Inches Inches Inches
36 12 2 1 5 Small utensils; paper

13 Utensils in slols; flour 46 pounds; sugar 71, pounds
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 42

36 12 2 1 8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
10 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 32 pounds;

sugar 51 pounds
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 43

36 16 2 1 5 Small utensils; paper
13 Utensils in slots; flour 63 pounds; sugar 98 pounds

6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 44

36 16 2 1 8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
10 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 45 pounds;

sugar 70 pounds
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 45

36 16 3 1 5* Small utensils; paper
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 46



Table 13 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE MIXING CENTER AND
SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

H. PASTRY BOARD 33 INCHES HIGH; LAFROARD APPROXI MATELY 24 INCHES HIGH; STEP BOARD 12 INCHES HIGH.

1Construction allowancestop of cabinet to top of first opening, 2, inches; height of toe space, 3 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers,
Inch; width of facing, 1 inches; difference between inside and over-all heIght of drawer, 1 inch; vertical sod lateral allowances for play of drawer,

inch.
In plans for tiers that include pull-out boards, measures for drawers above the writing board or lapboard are first on the list; in plans that Include

step boards, the last measure is that of the drawer below the step board.
2Combinations or alternate uses for which specified drawer height is suitable. -

Assumed inside depth of drawer, 21 inches.
Capacity for storage of flour is given for a 2-inch margin above contents unless a 6-Inch margin is specified.

Number of drawers
-

Over-all heights
Over-all

height of
Over-all
width of PatternAbove Between Below Drawers

cabinet drawer lapboard boards step board Lapboard in tier1 Uses2 number

Inches Inches Inches Inches
36 32 1 1 1 25 6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder

1O Packaged foods; bulk foods in sectioned drawer;
flour 34 pounds; sugar 53 pounds

6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 47

36 12 1 1 1 25 6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
4 Small utensils; paper
5 Small utensils; paper
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 48

36 16 1 1 1 25 6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper- grinder
1O Packaged foods; bulk foods in sectioned drawer;

flour 47 pounds; sugar 74 pounds
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 49

36 16 1 2 1 25 6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder
4 Small utensils; paper
S Small utensils; paper
6 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper; grinder 50



Table 14. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SFACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO SINK CENTER AND SELECTED ITEMS
NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS

A. NO FULL-OUT ROARS IN TIER.

Over-all heights
height of

cabinet

Number of
drawers
in tier

Over-all
of drawers

in tier1

Inches

Uses2
Pattern
number

Inches
36 2 5 Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; child's play materials; paper

23 Towels hung on pull-out rack3 1

36 3 Small utensils; tools; covers for refrigerator containers; electric cords
Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper

18 Utensils hung in drawer or on pull-out rack1 2

36 3 Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; child's play materials; paper
15 Utensils in slots

Towels; aprons; play materials; paper; fruits and vegetablesi 3

36 3 Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; child's play materials; paper
102 Packaged foods; fruits and vegetablesi
12 Dishwashing supplies; laundry supplies; fruits and vegetables1 4

4 5 Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; child's play materials; paper
7 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper; fruits and vegetables1
7 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper; fruits and vegetables1

Towels; aprons; play materials; paper; fruits and vegetables3 5

3 4 Small utensils; tools; covers for refrigerator containers; electric cords
5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper

203 Towels hung 6

3 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; piay materials; paper
6 Towels; aproits; play materials; sacks; paper

Utensils hung 7

38 3 4 Small utensils; tools; covers for refrigerator containers; electric cords; play materials
113 Dishwashing supplies; laundry supplies; packaged foods; fruits and vegetables1
14 Utensils in slots 8

38 4 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; toots; covers; cords; play materials; paper
6 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper
7 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper; fruits and vegetables1

11 Packaged foods; fruits and veg.cables3 9

38 5 4 Small utensils; tools; covers for refrigerator containers; electric cords; play materials
5 Small uteitsils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper
6 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper
6 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper

Towels; aprons; play niaterials; paper; fruits and vegetables4 10



Table 14 (Continued). PLANS FOS UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OP ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO SINK CENTER AND SELECTED
ITEMS NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

24B. WITH LAPSOARD APPROXIMATELY INCHES HIGI-I.

36 2 2 22 Small utensils; tsols; refrigerator covers; electric cords;
play materials

4 Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper
5 Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper

11 Packaged foods; fruits and vegetables1 11

36 2 3 23 4 Small utensils; tools; refrigerator covers; electric cords;
play materials

4 Small utensils; tools; refrigerator covers; electric cords;
play materials

a Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper
5 Towels; aprons; tools covers; cords; play materials; paper
6 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper 12

38* 2 24 * 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play
materials; paper

a Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; refrigerator
containers; electric cords; play materials; paper

18 Utensils hung 13

38* I 2 24* 4 Small utensils; tools; covers for refrigerator containers;
electric cords; play materials

6 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper
7 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper; fruits and vege-

tables1
10 Packaged foods; fruits and vegetables1 14

38 3 24? 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play
materials; paper

5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play
materials; paper

5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play
materials; paper

5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play
materials; paper

6 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper 15

Over-all
Number of drawers Over-all

heights of
height of Above Below Height of drawers Pattern

cabinet

inches

laphoarcl lapboard laphoard in tier1

ZIlch es

Uses2 number

inches



Table 14 (Conlrnucd). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO SINK CENTER AND SELECTED
ITEMS NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

C. WITH STEP BOARD 12 INCHES HIGH.

00

Towels hung; utensils hung
Towels; aprons; play materials; paper 16

Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper
Utensils in slots
Towels; aprons; play materials 17

Towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper
Towels; aprons; play materials; paper; fruits and vegetables4
Towels; aprons; play materials; paper; fruits and vegetables4
Towels; aprons; play materials; paper 18

Towels hung
Towels; aprons; play materials; paper 19

6h
6

Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials
Towels; aprons; play materials; paper
PaCkaged foods; fruits and vegetables5
Towels; aprons; play materials; paper 20

Over-all
height of
cabinet

Number of drawers Over-all
heights

of drawers
ill tier1

Inches

Above
Step board

Below
step board

Inches
36 1 203

36 2 1
143

36 3 1 5
63
7

383 1 233
6

383 3 1

103

383 4 1 4
5

5

Pattern
Uses2 number

Small utensils; tools; covers for refrigerator containers; electric cords;
play materials

Tosvels; aprons; play materials; paper
Towels; aprons; play materials; paper

Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper
Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play materials; paper

21



Table 14 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO SINK CENTER AND SELECTED
ITEMS NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

D. WITH LAFROARO APPROXIMATELY 24 INCHES HIGH AND STEP SOARS 12 INCHES HIGH.

Above
lapboard

2

2

Number of 4rawers

Between
laphoard

and
step board

2

'Construction allowancestop of cabinet to top of first opening, 2- inches; height of toe space, 36 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers,
inch; width of facing, Ii inches; difference between depth and height of drawer, 1 inch; difference between height and width of drawer and drawer

opening, k inch.In plans for tiers that include pull-out boards, measures for drawers above the writing board or lapboard are first on the list; in plans that include
step boards the last measure is that of the drawer below the step board.

'Combinations or alternate uses for which specified drawer height is suitable.
Assumed inside length of drawer, 21 inches; minimum inside width, lO inches; desirable width, 146 inches.
'Towel rack faced to look like drawer.
iFruits and vegetables in ventilated two.section drawer.

Over-all
heights of

Below Height of drawers Pattern
step board lapboard in tier' Uses2 number

Inches Inches
1 23l 4 Small utensils; tools; refrigerator covers; electric cords; play

materials
4 Small utensils; tools; refrigerator covers; electric cords; play

materials
4 Small utensils; tools; refrigerator covers; electric cords; play

maleriats
4 Small utensils; tools; refrigerator covers; electric cords; play

materials
6 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper 22

246 4 Small utensils; towels; aprons; toots; covers; cords; play
materials; paper

5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play
materials; paper

4 Small utensils; tools; refrigerator covers; electric cords; play
materials

5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; tools; covers; cords; play
materials; paper -

6 Towels; aprons; play materials; paper 23

Over-all
height of

cabinet

Inches
36

38
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Drawers for the Sink Center
In Table 14 there are listed plans for tiers of drawers that are

needed mainly to accommodate materials used at the sink.
Cutting boards are needed for use in preparing vegetables, but

they may be kept in slots immediately beneath the counter, hence need
not be considered in making plans for tiers of drawers. Plans for
tiers with lapboards and with step boards have been included. Two
plans are given for tiers that include both a lapboard and a step board.
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KITCHEN CGRINET PGTTERNS 1 c0r1
Figure 6. Patterns for base cabinets with drawers. Sketches A, B, C arc

planned for the sink center; sketches D, E, F, for serving center; sketch G,
for the range center, and sketches H and I, for the draft cooler. Construc-
tion allowancesthickness of counter top plus width of apron, 2 inches;
height of toe space, 3 inches; thickness of base, sides and dividers, inch;
width of facing, 1 inches; difference between inside and over-all height of
drawer, 1 inch; vertical and lateral allowances for play of drawer, 1 inch.
Assumed inside depth of drawersr 21 inches.



Long-keeping fruits and vegetables (potatoes, apples) have been
accommodated in this section because it is a suitable location from
the standpoint of convenience. Drawers allocated to their use should,
however, be vented to the outer air, or to an unheated, well ventilated
room.

Three patterns for sink center base cabinets with drawers are
illustrated by Figure 6. One of these contains a lapboard.
Drawers for the Serving Center

Table 15 lists plans suitable for tiers of drawers under serving
counters 36 inches and 38-i inches high. The cutting boards needed
in serving are satisfactory when placed just under the work counter,
hence no plans are included for cutting boards in tier. Nor was a

Table 15. PLANS FOR UTILIAT1ON OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES
ASSIGNED TO TS{F SERvING CENTER AND OF SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED

TO SPECIFIC CENTEDS.

A. NO PULL-OUT BOARDS IN TIES.

Over-all
height of

cabinet

IncheS
36

Number of
drawers
iii tier

I 4

Over-all
heights

of drawers
ri lien

Inches

Uses2
Pattern
number

Silver; covers; cords; play materials
Small utensils; linen; aprons; play materials;

paper
11 Linen; aprons; play materials; paper

11 Packaged foods

311 4 5 Small utensils; linen; aprons; play materials;
paper

7 Linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials;
paper

7 Linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials;
paper

7 Linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials;
paper 2

36 S Silver; covers; cords; play materials
S Small utensils; linen; aprons play materials;

pa per
a Small utensils; linen; aprons; play materials;

paper
51 Linen; aprons; play materials; paper
6 Linen; aprons; play materials; paper 3

355 4 Silver; covers; cords; play materials
a Small utensils; linen; aprons; play materials;

paper
a Small utensils; linen; aprons; play materials;

paper
15 Utensils in slots 4

3S 4 4 Silver; covers; cords; play materials
6 Linen; aprons; play materials; paper
7 Linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials;

paper
12 Packaged foods

3S5 a Silver; covers; cords; play materials
5 Small utensils; linen; aprons; play ,naterials;

75

paper
Linen;
Linen;
Linen;

paper

aprons;
aprons;
aprons;

play materials; paper
play materials; paper
bread, cake; play materials;

6
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Table 15 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE
OP ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE SERVING CENTER AND OF SELECTED ARTICLES

NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS

r

WITH BOARD 12 INCHESSTEP

'Construction allowancesLop of cabinet to top of first opening, 2f inches; height of toe space,
3 inches; tluckness of sides shelves, and dividers, inch; width of facing, 1 irsclies; difference
between inside and over-all ieight of drawer, 1 inch; vertical and horizontal allowances for play
of drawer, inch.

In part n the last measure is height of drawer below fitep board.
'Combinations and alternate uses to which specified drawer height is suited.
Assumed inside depth of dawcr, 21 inches.

lapboard included, since tasks performed at the serving counter are
usually of too short duration to be done while seated. Plans with
step boards are given in part B of Table 15.

Sketches D, F, and F of Figure 6 illustrate the use of patterns
for serving-center drawers. Two of them illustrate cabinets with
double tiers of drawers ; the third one has three tiers.

The Base Cabinet Adjacent to the Range
Plans for storage near the kitchen stove are listed in Table 16.

They apply to base cabinets 32 inches and 36 inches high. Part A
lists patterns for drawers in tier. Part B gives standards for vertical
spacing in a cabinet containing one drawer and a compartment with
shelves.

1 4 Small utensils; linen; aprons;
play materials; paper

Utensils in slots
Linen; aprons; play materials;

paper

1 5 Small utensils; linen; aprons;
play materials; paper

Linen; aprons; bread, cake; play
materials; paper

7 Linen; aprons; bread, cake; play
materials; paper

Linen; aprons; play materials;
paper 8

1 0 Small utensils; linen; aprons;
play materials; paper

-5 Small utensils; linen; aprons;
play materials; paper

11 Packaged foods
6 Linen; aprons; play materials;

paper 9

4 Silver; covers; cords; play ma-
terials

a Small utensils; linen; aprons;
play materials; paper

Small utensils; linen; aprons;
play materials; paper

Linen; aprons; play materials;
paper

6 Linen; aprons; play materials;
paper 10

36 2

36 3

38 3

38, 4

B.

Number of drawers
1

Over-all
Over-all ---H heights
height of Above Below of drawers Pattern
cabinet step board step board in tier' Uses' number

Incites Incises



It is desirable to have a pull-out board in the cabinet adjacent
to the range, but this is satisfactory as to height when placed just
under the counter.

Table 16. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION or SI'ACE IN BASE CABINET FOB STORAGE OF ARTICLES
ASSIGNED TO TIRE RANGE CENTER.

A. DRAWERS IN TIER.

2Construction allowances top of cabinet to top of first opening, 2 inches; height of
toe space, 3 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers, Inch; width of facing, 1

inches; difference between inside and over-all depth of drawer, 1 inch; difference between
height and width of drasver and drawer opening, inch.

2Combinations and alternate uses for which specified height is suited.
Assumed inside depth of drawer 21 inches.

Figure 6, sketch G, illustrates the first pattern in Table 16. Pat-
tern 6 is illustrated by Figure 3, sketch F.

For Long-keeping Fruits and Vegetables
The draft cooler may consist of a base-and-wall cabinet with air

passage in the wall between the two parts. In this type it is advisable
to fit the upper cabinet with shelves for the opened cartons, cans, and
bottles for which cooler space is desirable, and to utilize the lower
part for ventilated drawers intended for fruits and vegetables that do
not require refrigeration.

Over-all Number Over-al!
height of drawers heights of Pattern
cabinet in tier drawers' Uses2 number

inches inches
32 3 Small utensils

-

l2
Kindling
Packaged foods

36 Sma utensils; kindling
23 Utensils hung in drawer 2

36 2 l2? Packaged foods
16 Utensils in slols 3

36 3 S Small utensils
7

iF
Kindling
Utensils in slots 4

B. RAWER AND SHELVES.

Over-all
height of Pattern

cabinet
inches

Units in tier Description' Uses2 number

32 Drawer 5-inch over-all tseight Small utensils

Comparlment 19 inches inside height
\vilh 3 Shelf spacing 5 inches, i
shelf spaces 6 inches, 6 inches SkiHets, griddles a

36 Drawer 5 inches over-all height Siriall utensils

Compartment 23 inches inside height
WiIh 4
shelf spaces

Shelf spacing 4 inches,
5 inches, 6 inches,
6 inches Skillets, griddles

j
6
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If the entire vertical space in a base cabinet is used for this pur-
pose, a tier of 3 two-section drawers can be made of it, thus providing
for six different Commodities.

Figure 6 illustrates two patterns for a base cabinet that is a part
of a draft cooler.
Plans for Combined Food Preparation Centers

Tables 17 to 26 include plans for tiers of drawers under work
surfaces that serve more than one purpose. The drawer require-
ments of two centers may of course be met by setting side by side
tiers selected from the previous lists. There may be some gain, how-
ever, in total capacity and in flexibility of use when the plans for the
use f drawer space are developed from a consideration of the com-
bined lists of articles to be stored.

In combining lists it has been assumed that their chief use would
be in planning kitchens limited in space or in money available for
cabinet construction. Hence, items were omitted for which satis-
factory storage provision may be provided less expensively by some
other means than drawers, and those for whose accommodation rela-
tively deep drawers are required.

Combined Sink and Serving Center
In Table 17 plans for base cabinets are listed that apply to the

situation in which the counter at one side of the sink is used as the
serving counter. Drawers for 3 items listed in Table 11 for the sink
center were omittedutensils that hang, towels hung over bars, and
fruits and vegetables in ventilated sections.

No plans are given that include a laphoard in the 36-inch cabinet
because the space available above the board is not high enough for
two useful drawers, and if used for only one drawer, it would be too
deep to be practical for materials assigned to the sink and serving
centers.

Sketches A and B of Figure 7 illustrate base cabinets that pro-
vide storage for the more important items assigned to the sink and
serving centers. Cabinet A has a drawer deep enough for packages
of ready-to-eat cereals or for utensils in vertical slots. Cabinet B
contains a lapboard.
Combined Sink and Mixing Center

It is practical to combine sink and mixing centers when a nearby
table or a pull-out board provides the lower working surface desirable
for certain operations. The plans in Table 18 apply to the situation
in which the counter at one side of the sink serves as the mixing
table, and the space below it accommodates materials and equipment
assigned to both centers.
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Figure 7. Patterns for base cabinets with drawers, suitable for situations in
which each provides storage for more than one center. Construction al-
lowancesthickness of counter top plus width of apron, 2 inches; height
of toe space, 3 inches ; thickness of base, sides, and dividers, inch ; width
of facing, P2 inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer,
1 inch; vertical and lateral allowances for play of drawer, 1 inch. Assumed
inside depth of drawers, 21 inches. Difference between over-all depth of
counter and depth of cabinet, 1 inch. Margin over contents: flour, 2 inches
unless otherwise stated; sugar, 1 f inches.

No plans were developed that include vented drawers for fruits
and vegetables, or drawers deep enough for utensils hung on the
sides of the drawer or for towels hung over bars. Nor was pro-
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Table 17. PL5Ns FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE SINK AND SERVING CENTERS
AND OF SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO A SPECIFIC CENTER.

A. NO FULL-OUT BOARD IN TIER.

Uses2

Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Towels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials; paper
Towels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials; paper
Fowels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials; paper

Small ulensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Utensils in slots

Small utensils; silver; covers; cords; play material
Towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Bread, cake; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Packaged foods

Small utensils; silver; covers; cords; play materials
Small utensils; Iosvels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper

play materials; paper
play materials; paper
bread, cake; play materials; paper

Over-all height
of cabinet

Number of drawers
10 her

Inches
36 4

387 4

38.'. 4

387 5

6 Towels; table linen; aprons;
Towels; table linen; aprons;

73 Towels; table linen; aprons;

Over-all height
of drawers1

Inches

7
77

5
ii
5

14

4
6
7

12

4
U

Pattern
number

1

2

3



Table 17 (Contjned). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE trs BASE CABINET FOR STO5AGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE SINE AND SERVING
CENTERS AND OF SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO A SPECIFIC CENTER.

13. WITH STEP BOARD OR LAP BOARD IN TIED.

3
3

1Construction allowances top of cabinet to tsp of first opening, 23 inches; height of toe space, 3 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers,
inch; wid Ii of facing, 1 , inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; vertical and horizontal allowances for play of drawer,
inch.

In plans for tiers that include tmll-out boards, measures for drawers above the writing board or lapboard are first on the list; in plans that include
steti boards, the last measure is that of the drawer below the step board.

1Combinations and alternate uses for which specified drawer height is suitable.
Assumed inside depth of drawer 21 inches.

Over-all
height of
cabinet

Number of drawerS Over-all

Board

I Idles
12

12

heights

.jrawers
in tied

Inches
5

143
6

a

Uses1
Above
board

Below
board

Inches
36

36

2

3

1

1

Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Utensils in vertical slots
Towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper

Small utens,.s; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
6 Tosvels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials; paper
7 Towels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials; paper
6 Toivels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper

383 2 3 243 4,
A

Smnall utensils; silver; covers; cords; play materials
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper

a Small utensils; Iosvels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
7 Towels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials; paper

383 3 12 a Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper
Packaged foods

6 Towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper

381 1 12 Small utensils; silver; covers; cords; play materials
4,
5

Small utensils; silver; covers; cords; play materials
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper

7 Tosvels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; play materials; paper
Towels; table linen; aprons; play materials; paper

Pattern
number

4

6

7

8



36, 38 3 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
8 Bulk dry foods in sectioned drasver; flour 31 pounds; sugar 51 pounds; sifter

12 Utensils in slots; flour 6.0 pounds; sugar 95 pounds 6

36, 383 3 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
93 Sections for dry foods; flour 42 pounds; sugar 67 pounds

11 Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78 pounds 7

36, 383 4 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
6 Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder
6 Towels; aprons; Sections for dry foods; grinder
7 Sections for dry foods; sifter 8

Table 18. PLANS FOIt UTiLIZATION oc SPACE AVAILABLE FOR DRAWERS IN BASE CABI NET FOB STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE SINK AND MIXING
CENTERS AND SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASS1GNfD TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

A. NO PULL-OUT BOARD IN TIER

Over-all height of
of cabinet

Number of drawers
in tier

Over-all height
drawers in tier1 Uses2

Pattern
number

Inchcs Inches
36 3 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper

Bulk dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 31 pounds; sugar 51 pounds; sifter
143 Flour 46 pounds (6-inch margin); Sugar 111 pounds; utensils in slots

36 3 I) Small utensils; tosvels; aprons; paper
11 Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78 pounds

-

11 Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 52 pounds; sugar 82 pounds 2

4 a Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
6 Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder
7 Towels; aprons; recipe file; bulk foods in sectioned drawer; paper
88 Sections for dry foods; sifter; flour 34 pounds; sugar 55 pounds . 3

383 3 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
11 Sections for dry foods; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78 pounds
135 43 pounds, 6-inch margin; sugar 105 pounds; utensils in slots_Flour 4

38i. 4 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
6 Towels; aprons; Sections for dry foods grinder
7 Towels; aprons; recipe file; sections for áry foods; paper

:11 Sections for dry foods; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78 pounds 5

B. WITH PAsTRY BOARD 338 INCHES HIGH.3

Over-all height of
of cabinet

Number of drawers
in tier

Over-all height
drawers in tier1 Uses2

Pattern
number

JOe/seA Inches



Table 18 (Continued). PLANS FOB UTILIZATION OF SPACE AVAILABLE FOR DRAWERS IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE SINK
AND MIXING CENTERS AND SELECTED ARTICLES NOT ASSIGNED TO SPECIFIC CENTERS.

C. WITH LAPSOARD OR STEP SOARS IN TIER.

'Construction allowances- top of cabinet to top of first opening, 2* inches: height of toe space, 3* inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers,
inch; width of facing, 11 inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; vertical and horizontal allowances for play of drawer,

, inch.
In plans for tiers that include pull-out boards, measures for drasvers above the lapboard are first on the list; tn plans that include step boards, the lastmeasure is that of the drawer below the step hoard.
'Combinations or alternate uses for which specified drawer height is suible.
Assumed inside depth of drawer, 21 inches, over-all width 16 inches.
Capacity for storage of flour is given for a 2-inch margin above contents unless a 6-inch margin is specified.
'The same patterns apply to both heights of cabinets, because in neither case is there space enough for a drawer above the 33*-inch pastry board.

Over-all
height of
cabinet

inches

Number-
Above
board

of drawers

Below
board

Over-all heights

Uses'
Pattern
numberBoard

inches

Drawers
in tier'

inches
36 1 1 2 24 8 Bulk dry foods in sectioned drawers; flour 3t pounds; sugar 51 pounds; sifter

Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
1 Utensils in slots; flour 60 pounds; sugar 95 pounds 9

36 1 24A 8 Bulk dry foods in sectioned drawers; flour 3t pounds; sugar 59 pounds; sifter
Small utensils; towels: aprons; paper
Tosve!s; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder 10
Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder

36 2 1 12 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
14 Flour 48 pounds (6-inch margin)

--

Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder 11

36 3 1 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder

7. Sections for dry foods; sifter

-

Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder 12

38* 1 I 2 24* 11 Sections for dry foods; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78 pounds
Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder

U Sections for dry foods; flour 51 pounds; sugar 80 pounds 13

3S 2 24* 5 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper

7 Towels; aprons; recipe file; sections for dry foods; paper
10 g Sections for dry foods; flour 46 pounds; sugar 73 pounds 14

38 2 1 12 11 Sections for dry foods; flour 50 pounds; sugar 7S pounds
11 Sections for dry foods; flour 51 pounds; sugar 80 pounds

-

Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder 15

38 3 1 12 Small utensils; towels; aprons; paper
Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder

10* Sections for dry foods; flour 46 pounds; sugar 73 pounds
Towels; aprons; sections for dry foods; grinder 16
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vision made for packaged food supplies. With these exceptions, con-
sideration was given to the storage requirements of the materials
listed in Table 11 for both the sink and the mixing centers, and for
unassigned articles that may be suitably stored with them. Flour
and sugar capacities listed under "uses" apply to drawers 16 inches
wide, over all.

Thre types of plans are included in Table 18. In the first set
there is no pull-out board in the tier. It is assumed that the pastry
board will be stored in a slot just under the counter top and used on
the meal table or other low surface. In the second set of plans the
utilization of the space in the tier is limited by the placement of the
pastry board at a height of 33 inches. Plans in the third section of
Table 18 include either a lapboard or a step board.

More than one pull-out board can be included in a tier without
serious loss of utility in the drawers. A lapboard and a step board
may be included, with one or two drawers above the lapboard, one
below the step boafd, and one or two drawers between boards; a
pastry board 33 inches high and a lapboard, with a 6-inch drawer
between the boards, or the pastry board and step board, with two or
three drawers between the boards.

Sketches C and D of Figure 7 show how the plans listed in
Table 18 may be utilized in developing a cabinet that cares for the
more important items stored in drawers at the sink and mixing cen-
ters. These cabinets have double rows of pull-out boards. Cabinet
C has a pair of cutting boards, and a pastry board to be used in place.
Cabinet D has a slot for the pastry board just beneath the counter
top, with the expectation that it will be used on a nearby lower sur-
face, and has a pair of step boards for reaching high shelves.

Combined Sink, Serving, and Mixing Center
When the drawers under a sink counter of minimum length are

the only ones available for supplies and equipment used in dishwash-
ing, food preparation, and serving, it is best to plan only for those
commodities for which drawer storage is most important. The fol-
lowing items selected from the lists in Table 11 belong in this cate-
gory. Table 19 describes suitable plans for the utilization of drawer
space below counters 36 inches and inches high for the storage
of these commodities.

Over-all inches of
drawer height

Serving Center
Table silver 4

Small utensils; waxed paper 4

Table linen 5 to 7
Bread, cake 7

Utensils in vertical slots 15



Over-all inches of
Sink Center drawer height

Small utensils laid in drawer 4
Dish towels; hand towels 5 to 7
Utensils in vertical slots 14

Mixing Center
Pamphlets; cookbooks 4
Small utensils laid in drawers 5
Card recipe file in box 7
Meat grinder 6
Sifter S
Utensils in slots to 15
Bulk dry foods in drawer 16 inches svide over-all:

12 pounds, two-section drawer 6 to 9.
12 pounds; three-section drawer 6 to 12
Flour, 30 to 60 pounds, two-inch margin over Contents 8 tO 12?,
Flour, 30 to 60 pounds, six-inch margin over contents 12 to 16
Sugar 60 to 110 pounds 9 to 14

Selected Items Not Assigned to a Specific Center
Aprons 5 to 7
Covers forrn refrigerator containers 4
Electriccords ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4 -

Sketches E, F, and G of Figure 7 illustrate cabinets planned for
the combined sink-serving-mixing center. Each provides for the stor-
age of about 25 pounds of flour and 40 pounds of sugar in a sectioned
drawer. Preferably, this drawer will be equipped with two removable
metal insets with lids, and with a metal ball-bearing slide.

In cabinets E and G, it is expected that the one board will serve
both for slicing vegetables and for making bread, pastries, etc. For
the latter purpose it is too high to be used in place. Cabinet F pro-
vides a pair of cutting boards as well as a pastry board, the latter to
be used in place. Cabinet G has a lapboard. All three cabinets have
boards for attaching the meat grinder.

Combined Mixing and Range Center
Table 20 lists plans for base cabinets suitable for use when the

mixing center is adjacent to an electric or gas stove. Consideration
for the storage requirements of large amounts of flour and sugar was
omitted in formulating these plans.

Patterns of three types are included in Table 20: (a) with
pastry board just beneath counter top; (b) with pastry board set at
a height for use in place; (c) for a tier containing a lapboard. If
desired to place a lapboard in the same tier with the 33-inch pastry
board, make the !apboard 25 inches high, thus leaving space between
the two boards for a 6-inch drawer.

Sketches H and I of Figure 7 illustrate cabinets that are useful
in planning the combined range and mixing center. Cabinet H has
seven drawers. It provides for the storage of about 15 pounds of
flour and 25 pounds of sugar in a sectioned drawer. Cabinet I has
six drawers. Each contains a drawer deep enough for utensils in
vertical slots. In cabinet I the pastry board is set at a height suitable
for use in place.
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Table 19. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF SELECTED ITEMS ASSIGNED TO T}IE SINK, SERVING, AND
MIXING CENTERS AND THOSE NOT ASSIGNED TO A SPECIFIC CENTER.

A. NO FULL-OUT BOARD IN TIES.

Over-all heights of
drawers in tier1

Inches

IIii

7

:1.1

a
5
6
6

5
6
7

81

5
5
a
5
53

63

B. PASTRY BOARD 333 INCHES HIGH.

Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78 pounds
Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 52 pounds; sugar 82 pounds

Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder
Tosvels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; card recipe file; buik foods in sectioned

drawer
Dry foods in sectioned drawer; sifter; flour 34 pounds; sugar 55 pounds 2

mall utensils; tosvels; table linen; aprons
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Small utensils; tosvels; table linen; aprons 3

Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder
Towels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; card recipe file; dry foods in sectioned

drawer
Dry foods in sectioned drasver; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78 pounds 4

Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Small utensils; tosvels; table linen; aprons
Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder
Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder
Tosvels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder 5

Over-all height
of cabinet

Inches

Number of drawers
in tier

36 3

16 4

36 5

383 4

38.
I

5

Over-all height
of cabinet

Inclscs

Number of drawers
in tier

Over-all heights of
drawers in tier1

Incises

Uses1
Pattern
nulnber

16, 383 3 5 Small utensils; towels; table linen: aprons
8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 31 pounds; sugar 51 pounds; sifter

12 Utensils in slots; flour 60 pounds; sugar 95 pounds 6

36, 38, 4 5
6

Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder
Towels; table linen; bread, cake; dry foods in sectioned drawer

7 Towels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; card recipe file; bulk foods in
sectioned drawer 7

Pattern
Uses2 number



Table 19 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAwER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF SELECTED ITEMS ASSIGNED TO TIlE SINK, SERVING
AND MIXING CENTERS AND THOSE NOT ASSIGNED TO A SPECIFIC CENTER.

C. LAPROARD APS'ROXIMATEI.Y 24 INCHES HIGH.

Over-all
height of

cabinet

Number of drawers

Height of
lapboard

Inches

Over-all
height of
drawerS
in tier1

Inc lies

Uses2
Pattern
number

Above
lapboard

Below
lapboard

Inches
36 2 24 8 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 31 pounds; sugar 51 pounds; sifter

Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder
1 Dry foods in sectioned draiver; flour 54 pounds; sugar 85 pounds 8

36 1 3 24 Bulk foods in sectioned drawer; flour 31 pounds; sugar 51 pounds; sifter
Small utensils; tosvels; table linens; aprons
Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawers; grinder
Towels-, table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawers; grinder 9

1 2 244 Dry foods in sectioned drasver; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78 pounds
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons

121i Utensils in slots; flour 57 potinds; sugar 90 pounds 10

38 1 3 24 11 Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78 pounds
5 Small utenoils; towels; table linen; aprons
5 Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
65 Tosvets; table linen; dry foods in oectioned draiver; grinder 11

38 2 2 245 5 Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
5 Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
7 Towels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; card recipe file; dry foods in

sectioned drawer
10 Dry foodo in sectioned drawer; flour 46 pounds; sugar 73 pounds 32



Table 19 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE RN BASE CARINET FOR STORAGE OF SELECTED ITEMS ASSIGNED TO THE SiNK, SERVING
AND MIXING CENTERS AND THOSE NOT ASSIGNED TO A SPECIFIC CENTRE.

S. STEP ROARS 12 INCHES PROM FLOOR.

Number of drawers
Over-all height - - - - Over-all heights of Pattern

of cabinet Above step board Below step board drawers in tier5 Uses2 number

Inches IliCIIeS
36 2 1 Dry foods in seCtioned drawer; flour 37 pounds; sugar

60 pounds
10 Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 48 pounds; sugar 76

pounds
6 Toivels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer;

grinder 13

36 3 5 Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
6 Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer;

grinder
7 Dry foods in sectioned drawer; sifter
6 Tosvels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer;

grinder 14

I8 2 11 Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 50 pounds; sugar 78
pounds

Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 51 pounds; sugar 80
pounds

6 Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods ri sectioned drawer;
grinder 15

38. 3 1 Small utensils; tosvels; table linen; aprons
7 Towels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; card recipe file;

dry foods in sectioned drawer
Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 39 pounds; sugar 64

pounds
6 Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer 16

38 4 Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
5 Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
5 Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons

Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer;

grinder 17



Table 19 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DSAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET F(,R STORAGE OF SELECTED ITEMS ASSIGNED TO THE SINE, SERVING
AND MIXING CENTERS AND TII05E NOT ASSIGNED TO A SPECIFIC CENTES.

5. PASTRY BOARD 335 INCHES HIGH; LAPBOARD APPROXIMATELY 24 INCHES }IIGH.0

Over-all
height of

cabinet

Incises
36, 88,i

36, 3S,

Number of draivers

Above Below
lapboard lapboard

Height of
lapboard

Iiiclses
25

'25

Over-all
height of
drawers
in tier'

Inches
6
7

lii

U1

Uses1

Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder
Towels; table linen; aprons; bread, cake; card recipe file; bulk foods Ifl

sectioned draiver
Dry foods in sectioned drawer; flour 51 pounds; sugar 79 pounds

Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder
Small utensils; towels; table linen; aprons
Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder
Towels; table linen; aprons; dry foods in sectioned drawer; grinder

- 1Construction allowances -top of cabinet to top of first opening, 2 inches; height of toe space, 3 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers,
inch; width of facing, U inches; difference between inside depth and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; vertical and horizontal allowances for play of

drawer, inch. -

In plans for tiers that include pullout boards, Ineasures for drawers above the laphoard are first on the list; in plans that include step boards, the
last measure is that of the drawer below the step board.

2Combi,iations and alternate uses for which specified drawer height is suitable.
Assumed inside depth of drawer, 21 inches; over-all width, 16 inches.
Capacity for storage of flour is given for a 2-inch margin above contents.
3Since tlsere is not space enough for a drawer between a pastry board to he used in place (33f inches) and the counter top, these patterns apply to

cabinets 38+ inches high as well as 36 inches high.

21

1 3

Pattern
number

18

19
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Table 20. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF SPACE iN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES
ASSIGNED TO THE RANGE AND MIXING CENTERS.

A. NO FULL-OUT BOARD iN TIERPASTRY BOARD JUST BENEATH COUNTER

56

36 2 Small utensils
21i Utensils hung in drawer 4

36 3 1mall utensils
Sifter; sections for dry foods

12$ Utensils in slots 5

36 4 5 Small utensils
6 Grinder; sections for dry foods
6 Recipe file; sections for dry foods
7 Grinder; sections for dry foods 6

36

36

36

1

1 -

1

1

2

2

24

24I

24

S
18°

8

12$

hi

Sifter; sections for dry foods
Utensils hung in drawer

Sifter; sections for dry foods
Small utensils
Utensils in slots

Si fter; sectiotts for dry foods

8

Over-all
hei8ht of
cabinet

Number of
drawers
in tier

Over-all
heights

of drawers
in tier1 Uses1

Pattern
number

incises Inches
36 2 53 Small utensils

23 Utensils hung in drawer I

36 3 Small ulensils
Sections for dry foods

12 Utensils in vertical slots 2

36 4 Small utensils
Grinder; sections for dry foods
Recipe file; sections for dry foods

83 Sifter; sections for dry foods 3

B. PA5TI1Y BOARD 33 INCHES HIGh

Over-all
Over-all Number of heights
hei5ht of drawers of drawers Pattern
cabinet in tier in tier1 Uses1 number

Inches Inches

C. LAPI3OA5D AFFRONt MATELY 24 INCHES HIGH

Over- Number of
all

height
of

drawers

Below

Over-sll heights

Drasvers PstlernAbove
cabinet board board Board in tier1 Uses2 number

Inches Inches Inches

7 Recipe file; sections for dry
foods

108 Sections for dry foods S

1Construction allosvance.s tot) of cabinet to top ot first opening, 2L inches; I eight of toe
space, 3I indies; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers, 3 mcli; width of facing, 13
tnehes; difference betsveen inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; vertical and hori-
zontal allowance for play of diawer inch.

In plans for tiers that include laphoard boards, measures for drasvers above lapboard are
first on the list.

1Assumed inside depth of drawer, 21 inches. Desirable over-all width, 16 inches.



Business Center
Table 21 lists three plans for the storage of articles used in con-

nection with farm and household business in a base cabinet 28 inches
high, which is the measure suitable for a planning desk.* Sketch A
of Figure 8 illustrates the use of the second one in the planning of a
kitchen desk.

Table 21. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION or SPACE FOR DRAWERS IN TIER UNDER COUNTER
28 INCHES HIGH, FOR STORAGE OF ARTICLES USED IN CONNECTION WITH

FARM AND HOUSEHOLD BUSINESS.

'Construction allowances- -top of cabinet to top of first opening, 2 inches; height of toe
space, 3 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers, inch; width of facing, 1

inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; vertical and hori-
zontal allowances for play of drawer, inch.

'Assumed inside depth of drawer, 21 inches.
'Heavy wood construction. Inside height about 10 inches.

Sewing Center
Table 22 lists patterns for the storage of sewing supplies and

equipment and unironed garments under counters 34, 36, and 38
inches high. They are planned for situations in which the home-
maker uses the meal table as a sewing table and stores her sewing
supplies under a nearby work counter, as well as for complete sewing
units. The plans in part e of Table 22 apply to cabinets in which
there is a compartment for the electric sewing machine.

Figure 8, sketch B, shows a pattern for a four-drawer storage
cabinet 27 inches long. The two lower drawers are equipped with
front-to-back dividers. The top drawer is fitted with two removable
trays, which are shown in detail by sketch C. The counter top is
extended to form a cutting and basting surface 66 inches long, and to
provide storage for a drop-head treadle machine. The extended sec-

' Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Consderstioiis in Planning Kitchen Cabi-
nets. Table 2-s.

Over-all
heIght of
cabinet

Number of
drawers

Over-all
heights

of drawers
in tier' Uses2

Pattern
number

Inches
28 2

Inches
7

13
Stationery; strong box; card recipe file
Fire resistant fil&

28 3 3., Pencils, stamps, etc.
Pamphlets

1 Vertical correspondence file 2

28 2 4 Pamphlets
7 Stationery; strong box; card recipe file
8 Stationery; strong box; card recipe file 3

28 4 3 Pencils, stamps, etc.
Pamphlets

58 Catalogs; account books
Receipts; vouchers; card files 4
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tion of the counter top is hinged at the back, for convenience in get-
ting at the machine.

Figure 8, sketch D, shows a cabinet for sewing materials and
unironed clothes. One of the lowest drawers is sectioned, making a
special place for a vertical file of patterns. The drawers are arranged
in two single tiers with space between them for a seated worker. A
stool height of 28 inches is suitable for the average woman, when
seated at a cabinet 36 inches high.

Combined Serving and Business Center
Tables 23, 24, and 25 list patterns for dual-purpose tiers of

drawers suitable for use in planning serving, sewing, and business
centers. Table 24 lists patterns for combining serving and business

Table 22. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF SEWING
MATERIALS AND GARMENTS TO BE SEWED OR IRONED.

A. DRAWERS ONLY

38

Number of
drawers
in tier

Over-all
heights

of drawers
in tier1 Uses2

Pattern
number

Inches
3 4 Thread; small equipment; findings

Scraps; new goods; patterns; garments
to be finished or mended

12 Unironed clolhes 1

4 4 Thread; small equipment findings
Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended
7 Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended
7 Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended 2

5 Thread; small equipment; findings
9 Scraps; nosy goods; patterns; garments

to be finished or mended; unironed
clothes

13 Unironed clothes 3

4 5 Thread; small equipment; findings
7 Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended
7 Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended
7 Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended 4

4 Thread; small equipment; findings
7 Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended
7 Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended
11 Patterns; unironed clothes 5

5 4 Thread; small equipment; findings
5 Thread; smsll equipment; findings
6 Scraps; new goods- articles to be fin-

ished or mended
6 Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended
7 Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended 6

Over-all
height of
cabinet

lflCheS
34

34

35

36

3s



B. DRAWERS AND COMPARTMENTS

1Construction allowancestop of cabinet to top of first opening, 2 inches; height of toe
space, 3 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers, inch; width of facing, 1

inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; vertical and hori-
zontal allowances for play of drawer, inch.

2Assurned inside depth of drawer, 21 inches.

provisions, with and without a pull-out writing board. Figure 8,
sketch E, illustrates a pattern for a cabinet 36 inches high in which a
double tier of drawers provides for the main storage needs of these
two centers.

Combined Serving and Sewing Center
When the serving center is used mainly in connection with guest

meals and the storage of company dishes, linen, and silver, it may be
located outside the main work area, and near the kitchen meal table.
For that situation it may be desirable to utilize the same work surface
for serving when a guest meal is under way and for cutting and
basting between times, and to plan the drawers beneath and adjacent
to the counter for the articles used in connection with both functions.
Table 24 lists plans suitable for this combination.

Combined Sewing and Business Center
When the kitchen meal table serves between times as a writing

desk and as a sewing table, the drawer storage needed for these two

Over-all
height of

cabinet

Number of
units
in tier

Description

Uses2
Pattern
numberUnit

Over-all
height1

Inches Inches
34 2 Drawer S Scraps; new goods;

patterns; garments
to he finished or
mended; unironed
clothes

Compartment 1S Sewing machine 7

36 2 Drawer 10 Unironed clothes

Compartment 18 Sewing machine S

36 3 Drawer 4 Thread; small equip-
ment; findings

Drawer 5 Scraps; thread; small
equipment; findings

Compartment is Sewing machine 9

385 3 Drawer 4 Thread; small equip-
ment; findings

Drawer 8 Scraps; new goods;
articles to be fin-
ished or mended;
patterns; unironed
clothes

Compartment 15 Sewing machine 10
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Table 23. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION 0? DRAWER SPACE IN BASE C,INETS FOR STORAGE OF
ARTICLES ASSIGNED TO THE SERVING CENTER AND THOSE USED IN CONNECTION

WITH FARM AND HOUSEHOLD BUSINESS.

38

4

5

5

5

7

60

Small utensils; table linen
Table linen; stationery; file boxes
Table linen; stationery; file boxes
Table linen; stationery; file boxes

Table silver; pencils, etc.; pamphlets
Table linen; pencils, etc.; pamphlets
Table linen; pencil6, etc.; pamphlets
Table linen; pencils, etc.; pamphlets
Table linen; catalogs; account books;

receipts, vouchers

Table silver; pencils, etc.; pamphlets
Small utensils; table linen
Table linen; catalogs; account books;

receipts; vouchers
Table linen; catalogs; account books;

receipts; vouchers
Table linen; stationery; file boxes

B. WRITING BOARD APi'BOXIMATELY 28 INCHES HiGH3

S

Pattern
number

4

5

1Construction allowancestop of cabinet otopof first opening, 2j inches; height of toe
space, 38 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers, inch; width of facing, 12
inches; difference between inside and over.all height of drawer, 1 inch; difference between
height of drawer and drawer opening, inch, width 2 inch.

2Assumed inside length of drawer, 21 inches.
11n plans for tiers Chat include pull-out hoards, measures for drawers above the writing

board are first on the list.

Over-all
height

of
cabinet

Number of
drawers

Over-all heights

Uses2

Above
writing
board

Below
writing
beard

Writing
board

Drawers
in tier1

Inches
36

383 1

3

4

Inches
27

29

Inches
4
6

7

7

6

4

5
52
6

Small utensils; table linen
Table linen; catalogs; account

books; receipts, vouchers
Table linen; stationery; file

boxes
Table linen; stationery; file

boxes

Table linen; catalogs; account
books; receipts, vouchers

Table silver; pencils, etc.;
pamphlets

Small utensils; Cable linen
Small utensils; table linen
Table linen; catalogs; account

books; receipts, vouchers

A. NO PULL-OUT BOARD IN TIER

Over-all
Over-all Number of heights

height of drawers of drawers Pattern
cabinet in tier in tier' Uses2 number

Inches Inches

1

2

36

36



A. Three - drawer ylonning desk

C. Cabinet far sewing center, lOcinhnfl enclosed an both sides
Cannter esfended to cover treadle sewing machive. Two bottom
drawers coritaic two Sections each. Top drawer contains gocbcned,
removable trays or scroll eqoipinient and Soppliev.

C. Storage Cabinet at ovnrbined busness
arid sewing center Has comportment for
portable sewing machine.

61

8. Cabinet for sewing center. Counter 60 long
eetends aver iso Single tiers of drawers with space
between far steal.

Ca, Se-ms Meiriwis

Fat bisnos Materiel.

0. Removable trays fan top drawer of cabinet C.

5,

- .......

F. Cabinet for combined buSiness end
serving center. Foe locaticn near
meal ebb

Figure 8. Patterns for base cabinets with drawers. Suitable for business and
sewing centers, alone, or in combination. Construction allowancesthick-
ness of counter top plus width of apron, 2 inches; height of toe space, 3
inches; thickness of base, sides, and dividers, . inch; width of facing, 1n
inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch;
vertical and lateral allowances for play of drawer, inch. Assumed inside
depth of drawers, 21 inches. Difference between over-all depth of counter
and depth of cabinet, 1 inch.

OREGON STOIC COLLEGE <lICHEN CABINET PATTERNS
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1Construction allowancestop of cabinet to top of first opening, 26 inches; height of toe
space, 38 inches; thicknes,s of sides, shelves, and dividers, 8 inch; width of facing, 16
inches; difference between inside and os'er-all height of drawer, 1 inch; difference between
height of drawer and drawer opening, inch, width inch.

2Assumed Inside depth of drawer, 21 inches.

functions will preferably be provided in a nearby Cabinet. Table 25
lists patterns for base cabinets that are appropriate for this combina-
tion of needs.

Figure 8, sketch F, illustrates how these patterns may be adapted
to the development of a plan for a storage cabinet 36 inches high
which contains a compartment for a portable sewing machine, a ver-
tical correspondence file, and five drawers suitable for smaller items
used in serving and in carrying on the household business.

Drawer Storage Not Classified by Centers
The plans listed in Table 26 are intended for use in the situation

where there is little or no attempt at storage classification by centers
because of space or cost limitations. The equipment and supplies
considered in this analysis represents the minimum desirable list for
which storage in drawers should be provided.

36 a

15

Table silver; small utensils; findings
Patterns; scraps; new goods; articles to

be finished, mended or ironed
Utensils in slots4 articles to be ironed 1

36 4 5 Small utensils; linen
7 Linen; scraps; new goods; articles to

be finished or mended
7 Linen; scraps; new goads; articles to

be mended or finished
76 Linen; scraps; new goods; articles to

be finished or mended 2

36 5 4 Silver; findings
5 Small utensils; linen
5 Small utensils; linen
58 Small utensils; linen
6 Linen 3

386 4 5 Linen; small utensils
6 Linen
7 Linen; scraps; new goods; articles to

be finished or mended
11 Patterns; articles to he ironed 4

386 5 4 Silver; findings
5 Linen; small utensils
6 Linen

Linen
7 Linen; scraps; new goods; articles to

be finished or mended 5
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Table 24. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF
ARTICLES ASSIGNED 'tO THE SERVING CENTER AND THOSE USED

IN CONNECTION WITH SEWING.

Over-all
Over-all Number of heights

height of drawers of drawers Pattern
cabinet in tier in tier1 Uses2 number

Inches Inches
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Figure 9. Patterns for base cabinets with drawers, suitable for kitchens not
organized by centers. Construction allowancesthickness of counter top
plus width of apron, 2f inches; height of toe space, 3 inches; thickness of
base, sides, and dividers, inch; width of facing, II inches; difference be-
tween inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; vertical and lateral al-
lowances for play of drawer, inch. Assumed inside depth of drawer, 21
inches. Margin over contents : flour, 2 inches unless otherwise stated;
sugar, 1 inches. Difference between over-all depth of counter and depth of
cabinet, 1 inch.

Following are items considered in formulating the plans, and the
over-all heights (inches) of drawers suited to them:

Cooking knives and spoons; table silver 4
Other small utensils laid in drawer 5
Towels; table linen; aprons 5 to 7
Flour 30 to 60 pounds 8 to 13

If 6-inch margin over contents 12 to 16
Sugar 60 to 110 pounds 9 to 14
Dry foods, general, 12 pounds (over-all width

of drawer 16 inches)
in two-section drawer 6to 9
In three-section drawer 6 to 12
Bread, cake 7

Catalogs, account books, etc. 6
Vouchers, receipts; folded letters 6
Tools; electric cords 4
Sacks; wrapping paper 5to 7

OREGON STGTE COLLEGE K!TCHEN CGSINET PATTERNS
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Table 25. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF DRAWER SPACE IN BASE CABINET FOR STORAGE OF
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES IN CONNECTION WITH SEWING AND WITH

FARM AND HOUSEHOLD BUSINESS.

A. NO PULL-OUT BOARD IN TIER

B. WRITING BOARD APPI2OXI MATELY 23 INCIIES NIGH

27 4

6

7

Thread, etc.; pencils, etc.;
pamphlets

Catalogs; account books;
receipts; vouchers

Scraps; new goods; articles to
be finished or mended; sta-
tionery; steel file; recipe file

Scraps; new goods; articles to
be finished or mended; sta-
tionery; steel file; recipe file 3

2Construction allowancestop of cabinet to top of first opening, 2 inches; height of toe
space, inches thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers, inch; width of facing, l
inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; difference between
height of drawer and drawer opening, * inch, width inch.

'Combined or alternate uses for which specified drawer height is suitable.
Assumed inside depth of drasver, 21 inches.

CABINETS UNDER SINKS, STOVES, AND REFRIGERATORS
Tables 27 to 30 list plans for the utilization of space under

sinks, stoves, refrigerators, and tables for hot plates, respectively.
Obviously these plans can be considered only as illustrating what
may be done with space of this Sort, as the actual amount of space
depends upon the design of the equipment itself,

Cabinet Under Sink
Table 27 shows how the space under a flat-rim sink may be

utilized for the storage of articles used in work done at the sink.

Over-all
height of
cabinet

Number of
drawers
in tier

Over-all
heights

of drawers
in tier2 Uses2

Pattern
number

Inches
36 4

Inches

7

7

Thread, etc.; pencils, etc.; pamphlets
Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-

ished or mended; stationery; steel
file; recipe file

Scraps; new goods; articles to be fin-
ished or mended; stationery; Steel
file; recipe file

Scraps; new goods; patterns; articles
to be finished, mended, or ironed

2

36 5 4
4

6

6

Thread, etc.; pencils, etc.; pamphlets
Thread, etc.; pencils, etc.; pamphlets
Catalogs; account books; receipts;

vouchers
Catalogs; account books; receipts;

vouchers
Catalogs; account books; receipts;

vouchers

Over-all
height

Number

Above

drawers
of

Over-all heights
Below

Writing Drawersof writing writing Pattern
cabi net board board board in tier' Uses' number

Inches Inches Inches
36 1



Table 26. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF SPACE FOR DRAWERS UNDER COUNTER 36 INCHES
HIGH FOR STORAGE OF SELECTED EQUIPMENT AND SUFFLIES NOT GROUPED BY CENTERS.

65

Over-all
height of
cabinet

Number of
drawerS
in tier

Over-all
heights

of drawers
in tier1 Uses1

Pattern
number

Inches
36

IncheS
Small utensils; towels; table linen;

aprons; paper
10 Sections for dry foods; flour 44

pounds; sugar 69 pounds
12 Sections for dry foods; flour 58

pounds; Sugar 91 pounds 1

36 3 7 Towels; aprons; table linen; sections
for dry foods; paper

10 Sections for dry foods; flour 44
pounds; sugar 69 pounds

10 Sections for dry foods; flour 46
pounds; sugar 73 pounds 2

36 4 48 Utensils; silver; electric cords; tools
5 Utensils; towels; table linen; aprons;

paper
a Utensils; towels; table linen; aprons;

paper
12 Flour 56 pounds; sugar 88 pounds 3

36 4 48 Utensils; silver; electric cords; tools
Small utensils; towels; table linen;

aprons; paper
8 Sections for dry foods; flour 31

pounds; sugar 51 pounds
9 Flour 37 pounds; sugar 60 pounds;

sections for dry foods 4

36 5 Small utensils; towels; table linen;
aprons; paper

6 Towels; linen; aprons; sections for
dry foods; business materials; paper

7 Towels; aprons; table linen; sections
for dry foods; bread, cake; paper

St Flour 34 pounds; sugar 55 pounds;
sections for dry foods 5

36 4 a Small utensils; tosvels; table linen;
aprons; paper

7 Towels; aprons; table linen; sections
for dry foods bread, cake; paper

Towels; aprons; table linen; sections
for dry foods bread, cake; paper

71 Towels; aprons; table linen; sections
for dry foods bread, cake; paper 6

36 I 4 Cooking knives and spoons; table silver;
tools; electric cords

a Small utensils; towels; table linen;
aprons; paper

5 Small utensils; towels; table linen;
aprons; paper

53 Small utensils; towels; table linen;
aprons; paper

6 Towels; linen; aprons; sections for dry
foods; business materials; paper 7

389 3 I Small utensils; toivels; table linen;
aprons; paper

12 Flour 56 pounds sugar 88 pounds
12? Flour 61 pounds; sugar 96 pounds 8

381 3 7 Towels; aprons; table linen; sections
for dry foods; bread, cake; paper

10 Sections for dry foods; flour 44
pounds; sugar 69 pounds

128 Flour 61 pounds; sugar 96 pounds 9
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Table 26 (Continued). PLANS FOR UTILIZATION or SPACE FOR DRAWERS UNDER COUNTER
36 INCHES Hiois FOR STORAGE OF SELECTED EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

NOT GROUPED BY CENTERS.

'Construction allowancestop of cabinet to top of first opening, 2* inches; height of toe
space, 3 inches; tlsickness of sides, shelves, and dividers, inch; width of facing, l
inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; difference between
height of drawer and drawer opening, * inch, width * inch.

'Assumed inside depth of drawer, 21 inches. Over-all width, 16 inches.
Capacity for storage of flour is given for a 2-inch margin above contents.

These plans apply to types of sinks commonly used in moderate cost
homes, set with rims 36 inches or more in height. They make use of
removable shelves, removable vertical files for pans and drainer,
hooks for brushes, and racks on the doors for supplies.

Cabinet Used as Base for Stove
In order to make the most of the space available for storage and

sometimes to change the height of the burner surface, it is common
custom on the part of owners of ranges with high ovens to remove

Over-all
height of
cabinet

Inches
38

Number of
drawers
in tier

4

Over-all
heights

of drawers
in tier'

Inches

Uses5

Small utensils; towels; table linen;
aprons; paper

Pattern
number

6 Towels; linen; aprons; sections for
dry foods; business materials; paper

7 Towels; aprons; table linen; sections
for dry foods; bread, cake; paper

11 Sections for dry foods; flour 50
pounds; Sugar 78 pounds 10

38* .5 Small utensils; towels; taSte linen;
aprons; paper

6 Towels; linen; aprons; sections for
dry foods; business materials; paper

9 Flour 37 pounds; sugar 60 pounds;
sections for dry foods

Flour 37 pounds; sugar 60 pounds;
section for dry foods 11

38* 5 Cooking knives and spoons; table
silver; tools; electric cords

5 Small utensils; towels; table linen;
aprons; paper

6 Towels; linen; aprons; sections for
dry foods; business materials;
paper

6 Towels; linen; aprons; sections for
dry foods; business materials;
paper

71 Towels; aprons; table linen; sections
for dry foods; paper 12

38 5 Small utensils; towels; table linen;
aprons; paper

a Small utensils; towels; table linen;
aprons; paper

6 Towels; linen; aprons; sections for dry
foods; business materials; paper

6 Towels; linen; aprons; sections for dry
foods; business materials; paper

6* Towels; aprons; table linen; sections
for dry foods; business materials;
paper 13



the legs and place the range on a cabinet made to fit it. This cabinet
should not be permanently attached to the wall and should have the
side clearance needed in installing or servicing the range.

Measures for the depth and width of the cabinet should be
exactly those of the bottom of the range. For models now in use,
depths vary from 23 to 28inches, widths from 38 to 51 inches.

The height of the cabinet will vary from 18 to 25 inches depend-
ing upon the height of the range without legs and the desired height
of the range in place. The available vertical storage space will there-
fore vary from about 11 to 18 inches.*

Plans listed in Table 28 consider the use of this space for
drawers or for shelves. Since the stove width will permit two (and
sometimes three) tiers in the base cabinet, a combination of drawers
and shelves may be used. \Vhen the space is used for shelves, it is
advisable to block off the back part of it, to prevent articles from
being pushed back out of easy reach.

Table 27. USE OF SPACE UNDER FLAT-RIM SiNK FOR ARTICLES USED IN DISKWASHING
AND WASTE DisposAL.

Two basins 8 inches
deep; center drains
connected; width of
space under sink
40 inches

Pattern
Use of space under sink1 number

Shelf 13 inches wide, set II inches from base. Sec.
ond shelf in space at right of pipe. Hooks on sides
of cabinet, in front of shelves. Racks on doors. 1

Shelf 13 inches svide, set 11 inches above base. Re-
movable file with three slots occupies space to
right of pipe. Hooks in front of shelf. Racks on
dosrs. 2

3

Shelf 13 inches wide, set 11 inches above base. Re-
movable two-unit file on cacti side of pipe. Hooks
in front of shelf. Racks on doors. 4

Removable box 8 inches wide by 16 inches high, set
on one side; for storage of dish drainer; top
serves as shelf. Pull-out dish towel rods on other
side, set 2 inches from bottom of bowl.

Construction allowances--top of cabinet to top of first opening, 2 inches; height of toe
space, 3 inches; thickness of sides, shelves, and dividers inch; width of facing, 1 inches.

Slots and shelves readily removable for convenience o plumber.

For assumed construction see Footnote 1, Table 28.

5

One basin 6 inches Shelf 13 inches wide, set 11 inches from base. Sec-
deep; center drain; ond shelf 13 inches wide (with cut-out for pipe)
width of space under set just sbove trap (about 9 inches above tower
sink 30 inches shelf). Hooks on sides of cabinets in front of

shelves. Racks on doors.
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Description of sink

One basin, 6 inches
deep; side drain:
width of space under
sink 30 inches



Table 28. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF SPACE tN CABINET Usso AS BASE FOR ELECTRIC OR
GAS RANGE WITH HIGH OvtN.

'Construction allowancestop of cabinet to top of f5rst opening, 28 inches; height of toe
space, 3 inches; thickness of sdes, shelves, and dividers, inch; width of facing, 18
inches; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer, 1 inch; difference between
height of drawer and drawer opening, * inch, width inch.

The base of the compartment is considered a shelf.

Following are articles for which space in the stove base may be
arranged.

In drawers Over-all heighi (inches)
Small utensils ; pot holders 5

Packaged foods 12

Flat lids in slots 11 to 13*
Tools; electric cords 4
Sacks; wrapping paper - 5 to 7

0-n shelves Clearance (i;sches)
Griddle, broiler pan, roasting pan,

cooler rack 4
Frying pans 5

Deep skillets 6
Flat lids in tray 4

Cabinet Used as Base for Hot Plate
Table 29 lists plans for the use of space in a cabinet that serves

as the base for an electric or gas plate.
The height of this cabinet should be 32 inches (height preferred

by average homemaker) to 36 inches (height of commercial equip-
ment). Plates in current use (new and old models) vary from ap-
proximately 4 to 8 inches in height, hence the base cabinet will vary
from 24 to 32 inches in height. Those that are 30 to 32 inches high
may have four shelves (counting base of cabinet as one shelf) or a
drawer and 3 shelves. Lower cabinets may have 3 shelves only.

Over-all
height
of base
cabinet Units in tier Description of units'

Pattern
number

inches
18 One drawer Over-all height 118 inches 1

18 Two drawers Over-at! heights 4 inches, 6 inches 2

20 Compartment with Inside height 13+ inches
2 shelf spaces Shelf spacing 6 inches, 68 Inches 3

20 One drawer Over-all height 138 inches 4

22 Compartment,
2 shelf spaces

Inside hei5ht 15+ inches
Shelf spacing 7 inches, 78 inches 5

22 One drawer Over-all height IS inches 6

25 Compartment Inside height 188 inches
3 shelf spaces Shelf spacIng 5 inches, 5 inches, 6 inches

25 Two drawers Over-all heights 5 inches, 12+ inches 8
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Widths of the electric or gas plates in current use vary from 18
to 36 inches. It is desirable to make the cabinet 4 to 12 inches wider
than the plate itself, depending upon whether or not there is adjacent
work surface, and upon the type of use given the plate. The base
cabinet therefore may be 22 to 48 inches wide. A cabinet depth of
18 to 24 inches over-all is desirable.

In formulating the plans listed in Table 29, there were consid-
ered the storage requirements for skillets, griddles, frying pans, and
small utensils used at the range.

Table 29. PLANS FOR UTILIzATIoN OF SPACE IN CABINET USED AS BASE FOR ELECTRIC 011
GAS PLATE.

Compartment Inside height 17+ inches
with 3 spaces Shelf spacing 5 inches, 5 inches, 5t Inches 1

Compartment Inside height 19 inches
with 3 Spaces Shelf spacing 5 inches, 6 inches, 5 inches 2

Units in tier

Compartment
with 3 spaces

D rawer

Uompartment
with 3 spaces

Drawer

Compartment
with 3 spaces

Desc,iption of Units'

Inside iteight 21* inches
Shelf spacing 6 inches, 6 inches, 7 inches

Over-alt height 5 inches

Inside height t7 incises
Shelf spacing 5 incites, 5 inches, 5 incises

Over-alt height 5 incItes

Inside heig,ht 191 inches
Shelf spacing 5 inches, 6 inches, 6 inches

Pattern
number

'Construction attowances--top of cabinet to top of Srst opening, 21 incises; height of toe
space, 33 inches; thickness of sides shelves, and dividers, inch; width of facing, l
inches; difference between inside antI over-all height of drawer, 1 tnch; difference between
height of drawer and drawer opening, inch, width inch.

The base of the compartment is considered a shelf.

Cabinet Used as Base for Refrigerator
In some situations it is preferable to place the refrigerator that

is 60 inches or less in height on a base cabinet rather than to build a
wall cabinet over it. This cabinet may have one or two tiers of
drawers, depending upon the height of the refrigerator.

The space in this base cabinet may be utilized for a package
receiver reached from the outside of the house; for a draft cooler
with ventilated drawers for potatoes, apples, etc., and vents leading
to the outer air; or for ordinary drawers.

The sides of the cabinet should be made of lumber about 1
inches thick to bear the weight of the refrigerator safely. These side
supports should be placed to come directly under the refrigerator legs.

Table 30 lists plans for the use of the space in this cabinet.
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Over-sit
height

of base
cabinet

Incises
24

26

26

30 r

32

I

4

5
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5

'Construction allowancestop of cabinet to top of first opening, 2 inches; height of toe
space, 3 inches; thickness of sides, 19 inches; thickness of shelves and dividers,
width of facing, 13 inches; difference between inside and over-all hei5ht of drawer, t inch;
difference between height of drawer and drawer opening, 3 inch, width, 3 inch.

For use as a package receiver, the inside heuht may be increased by placing the drawer
on casters that roll on the floor of the room. foe room will require a notch in the lower
part of the drawer.

'Only uses requiring special construction are listed here. Uses for ordinary drawers are
listed in Table 11.

'Deep enough for quart milk bottle.

FLOOR-TO-CEILING CABINETS
Uses of All-storage Cabinets

So far as their uses are concerned, floor-to-ceiling Cabinets fall
into four classes: (1) those planned for purposes for which this
kind of cabinet is particularly appropriate, (2) those planned to care
for the excess material to be stored, after the space available above
and below work surfaces at the various centers has been utilized,
(3) those planned for the storage of materials used on the meal table
or other table, and (4) those planned to provide the cheapest pos-
sible storage for essential supplies and equipment. Following are
materials for which these four types are appropriate:

Type 1. Equipment and supplies for cleaning rooms; aprons in
use; table leaves; ironing board; utensils that hang; laun-
dry equipment and supplies; outdoor clothing.

Type 2. Dishes; utensils; staple foods; fuel.
Type 3. Sewing equipment and supplies; writing materials,

correspondence files, books, and bulletins; dishes.
Type 4. Foods in draft cooler; everyday dishes; frequently

used utensils; staple foods; seldom used dishes; seldom used
utensils.

Fruits and vegetables (cooler)

22 153 Package receiver 6

22 2 7 Fruits and vegetables (cooler)
7 Fruits and vegetables (cooler) 7

24 1 179 I'ackage receiver 8

24 2 1 uits and vegetables (cooler)
Fruits and vegetables (cooler) a

Table 30. PLANS FOR UTILIZATION OF SPACE IN CABINET UNDER REFRIGERATOR, FOB DRAFT
COOLER AND FOR PACKAGE RECEIVER.

Over-all
height Number of Over-all

of base drawers heights of Pattern
cabinet in tier drawers' Uses' number

Incise., inches
Fruits and vegetables (cooler) 1

Fruits and vegetables (cooler) 2

Package receiver' 3

Package receiver 4

Fruits and vegetables (cooler)

14

16

7

93

18 113

20

220 6



General Considerations in Planning
The Consideration of space economy in planning a floor-to-ceiling

cabinet requires a preliminary grouping of the articles to be accom-
modated in it, and the assignment of these items to specific shelves in
the tier in such a manner as to make the best use of the vertical space.
Then this grouping is modified to equalize the lengths of shelving
required for the various groups of materials. This procedure affords
the basis for decisions concerning the minimum desirable depth and
width of the cabinet and concerning the widths of shelves and their
number and placement. Obviously this procedure requires informa-
tion concerning the height of the tallest article in each group of ma-
terials to be stored, and the clearance needed between it and the shelf
above it, also the diameter of the widest, and the clearance needed in
front of it. These data are included in various sections of Oregon
Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Considerations in Planning Kitchen
Cabinets.

As a compromise between the need for space economy and con-
venience in use, it is desirable to locate the highest shelf assigned to
frequently used articles at a distance of about 72 inches from the
floor of the room.* The net vertical space below this level is approxi-
mately 62 inches when there are 7 divisions.

The shelf set at about 72 inches may be fixed, but a shelf or
shelves above it should be removable and adjustable. The top space
of the floor-to-ceiling cabinet will in most cases be used for light-
weight articles that can be grasped from the front. If the cabinet is
planned for packaged foods or dishes, a clearance of 12 inches is
needed over the highest shelf within reach. But if utensils are to be
stored in the cabinet, then the shelf set at the 72-inch level is a good
place for the vertical slots in which flat utensils are kept. This sec-
tion requires a clearance of 15 to 20 inches, depending on whether it
is intended to accommodate part or all of the utensils used in the
kitchen for which vertical storage is suitable.

Below the 72-inch level, it is desirable to plan shelves that are
removable and adjustable in height, except those that serve as braces
or as dividers between compartments, or except in a cabinet planned
for the situation in which changes in uses of the shelving are not
likely. There are three common two-compartment types in which
the shelf serves as a door stop: (I) lower part of cabinet is used
for wood box or lift or is adjacent to a cabinet that is thus used;

top of lower door is on level with doors in adjacent base cabinet;
bottom of upper door is on level with doors in adjacent wall

cabinet.

Oregon Exjerirnent Station Bulletin 445, Considerations in Planning Kitchen Cabinets,
Appendix Table D-3.
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Table 31 gives the net storage space under a shelf 72 inches high
in cabinets containing one compartment, and in those containing two
compartments one above the other. Data for two-compartment cabi-
nets apply to situations in which the tops of the lower openings are
33 inches, 36 inches, and 49 inches high, respectively.

Table 31. NET VERTICAL STORAGE SPACE UNDER SHELF 72 INCHES HIGH IN CABINETs
WITH ONE AND WITH Two CoMpARTMENTs, IN RELATION

TO NUMBER OF SPACES.

Sum of clearances over shelves in part of cabinet
below shelf 72 inches high'

Two-compartment cabinets with various heights for top
of lower opening'

'Construction allowances- -thickness of shelves and base, inches; height of toe space;
3 inches.

'One compartment above the other, with fixed shelf between them.
'For situations in which floor-ta-ceiling cabinets are adjacent to base cabinets 36 inches

and 388 inches high, respectively. Construction allowance-2-11 incItes for distance from top
of base cabinet to top of opening below it.

A floor-to-ceiling cabinet with the top of the lower opening 3311 inches high is suitable
also for the sItuation in which the lower part is used for a svood box or lift.

'For situation in which it is desirable to place bottom of upper door of floor-to-ceiling
cabinet in line with door of adjacent wall cabinet whose base is 50 inches high. The shelf
between the two compartments serves as a door stop.

Holes for shelf supports should extend from ahout 14 to 86
inches from the floor of the room, except for a space of about 4
inches above and below each fixed shelf. The holes should not be
more than 1+ inches apart.

The series of drawings included in Figure 10 shows the location
of fixed shelves serving as door stops, and the desirable location of
upper and lower holes for shelf supports.

Dimensions of Floor-to-Ceiling Cabinets in Relation to
Intended Uses

If a floor-to-ceiling cabinet is located adjacent to a base cabinet,
its depth will usually need to be the same as that of the latter. But
from the standpoint of their uses, floor-to-ceiling cabinets may
usually be narrower than required for a work counter. Hence, there
is considerable leeway in depth, depending on the importance of con-

A- --One-
com-

B---33r inches high' C-36 inches high' D-49-8 inches high4

Number of partment Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower
shelf spaces cabinet part part part part part part

Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches
66 I6 29. 340 3111 2011 OUt

2 608 36 28 33 31 20 448
35 278 32 3011 19 4311

4 648 34 27
268

32, 29 18 43
31I 2811 42

6 III 258 30 28 4111
628 4011

8 61I 40
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Figure 10. Patterns for floor-to-ceiling cabinets with shelves. Shows distance
from floor of fixed shelves and of holes for shelf supports. Distance be-
tween holes, to 1 inches.

forming to that of adjacent cabinets, and on the relative value of
keeping depth or width at the minimum.

If a floor-to-ceiling cabinet is located in a corner and its door
can remain open through periods of meal preparation, it may be de-
sirable to make the shelves narrower than the cabinet itself, in order
to be able to place racks and hooks on the doors, and hooks on the
sides of the cabinet in front of the shelves.

Table 32 lists groups of materials for which it may be desirable
to plan floor-to-ceiling cabinets, and for each group, recommenda-
tions as to the minimum depth and width of cabinet and width of
shelves.

Patterns for shelf placement are given in Table 32 for one-com-
partment cabinets. In altering these plans to accommodate combined
groups of materials or to suit two-compartment cabinets, it is desir-
able wherever possible to place the smaller intervals in the area be-
tween 36 and 64 inches from the floor of the room, and the larger
intervals above and below these levels.

The number of removable shelves varies from 5 to 8 in the all-
shelving one-compartment cabinets having one fixed shelf set about
72 inches high. One less removable shelf will of course be required
for the two-compartment than for the one-compartment cabinet,
when a fixed shelf is used as the divider between the compartments.

I. One comportment 2. Two oonnportrnentn Foed tholf
leowl with 09 of odlacent bone
000inet.

3. Two 000cportrnen S. eot,om of
uppe, door on level with hat
of od1acent *011 Cobinet.



(adults)

'Over-all dimension. 1 inch allowei for thickness of front and back.
2Over-all dimension, 17 inches allowed for thickness of both sides.
'For shelves other than those that serve as dividers hetwen compartments.
4Successive intervals, beginning at bottom. Semicolon shows recommended location of fixed

shelf, Measures are approximate. See Table 31, footnote I, for construction allowances.
'Assumes that shelves set at heights indicated by semicolons in previous column will be fixed,

The number of adjustable shelves in a two-compartment cabinet will usually be one less than the
corresponding number for the one-compartment type, assuming that a fixed shelf serves as a divider
between the compartments.

1Shelves full width, if made of slats, wire, or other means of permitting passage of sir current,
If solid, make odd numbered shelves (reading from bottom) 3 inches narrower than depth of cooler,
and even numbered shelves full width, with cutouts at bade and sides for air passage.

7Assumes flour, sugar, etc., stored in portalile containers. Spices in rack on door. Capacity of
largest container accommodated, 50 pounds flour.

5Vertical slots for flat utensils in last interval listed.
'Interval between base and first shelf is intended for articles that can be hung; first shelf, flat

lids stored horizontally; second shelf, beverage makers. Depth of cabrnet permits hanging on sides.
"Wood stored in base of cabinet. Vertical slots in last interval listed.
UIf dranvers are used in the lower part of the cabinet, 18 inches is suggested as the minimum

front-to-back measure of at least the part with drawers.
"Excludes vacuum cleaner.
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Table 32. D,sias's,ores AND SHELF PLANS FOR
TENDED USE

Minimum desirable
dimensions

OF CABINET.
FLOOR-TO-CEILiNG CABINETS IN RELATION TO IN-

Shelf plan for one-compartment
cabinet

Number of
Depth Width Width shelves

Pattern of of of Intervals between shelves and that may be
number Intended use cabinet' cabinet' shelf' location of fixed shelves adj ustable1

Inches - Inches Inch's
1 Perishable foods in

draft cooler
18 20 ....' 14, 12, S, 6, 6, 7, 9 ; 12 7

2 Staples7 (room tem-
perature)

18 30 12 18, 14, 12, 8, 10 ; 12 5

3 Utensils, all types5 18 36 14 18, 13, 4, 6, 6, 6, 9 ; '20 7

4 Dishes for guest
meals; flower
containers

15 24 14 15, 10,7, 7, 7, 6, 9; 12 7

a Dishes for family 18
meals; utensils6

48 14 18, 12, 4, 6, 6, 7, 9 ; 20 7

6 Dishes; textiles in
trays

15 24 14 15, 10, 7, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7 ; 12 S

7 Utensils allocated
to range center;
part hung1

18 16 1_i 60, 4 ; 13 2

S Stove wood, and 27
utensils allocated
to range cenler'°

24 11 30, 10,7, 13; 15 3

9 Utensils and pack- 20
aged supplies
used at the mix-
ing table

28 14 12, 10, 9, 7, 6, 9, 9; 14 7

10 Business materials1' 15 21 - 14 12,11,7, 6,6, 6,11; 13 - 7

11 Seiving materials" 16 24 15
i

11, 11, 6,6, 6, 9 12 6

12 Cleaning eQuipment
used in hitcher,;
table leaves

15 24 14 64:12 1

1
13 Cleaning equipment,

main supply"
18 28 14 64;12

14 Wsshing equipment 33 88 12 70;82
15 Outdoor clolhing 18 35 12 74 1
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Figure 11. Patterns for floor-to-ceiling cabinets planned for specific
purposes. Construction allowancesHeight of toe space, 3 inches;
thickness of sides, base, and dividers, inch; width of facing, lt
inches; difference between inside and over-all depth of cabinet,
1 inch; difference between inside and over-all height of drawer,
1 inch; vertical and lateral allowances for play of drawer, inch.
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Figure 11 illustrates some of these patterns and their adapta-
tions, including cabinets for location near the mixing table and the
range, a draft cooler with ventilated drawers for potatoes, apples,
etc., and an all-purpose cabinet for low cost dwellings. Also illus-
trated are a corner cupboard for dishes, a cabinet for files and busi-
ness papers, a partitioned cabinet for cleaning equipment, table leaves,
ironing board, etc., and storage cabinets for sewing materials.

ASSEMBLIES OF KITCHEN CABINETS

Kitchen Work Places
A work place consists of a work surface (as counter, sink bowl,

table) and nearby storage for the tools and supplies used there. Pre-
vious sections of this report suggest minimum dimensions for each
type of work done on a kitchen surface, and unit dimensions for the
storage of each group of articles likely to need storage in the aver-
age Oregon rural kitchen.

The term "center" is often applied to a kitchen work place, re-
gardless of its functions. But in this bulletin the term has been used
to denote a function or group of functions for which it is customary
or fitting to use a specific work surface. Examples are:

SINK CENTERplace where tasks are done for which water
and drain are needed.

SERVING CENTERplace for the dishing up of cold foods, and
other immediate preparation of cold foods for the table.

MIxING, OR FOOD PREPARATION CENTERplace where bread,
pastry, and other mixed dishes are prepared for cooking,
freezing, or serving without treatment by heat or cold.

STOVE cENTERrange, cook stove, or apparatus where foods
are cooked or warmed.

In the latter sense it is fitting to speak of "combined centers."
A specific table top may be the work surface for the "sink-and-serv-
ing center," for example, or a specific storage cabinet may serve the
combined centers when the work surfaces are separate. It has been
recommended that each work surface should be made only as long
as its functions demand, and that storage in excess of that which can
be accommodated in wall and base cabinets of this length should be
provided in floor-to-ceiling (all-storage) cabinets. It is in planning
the latter that the overflow from more than one surface may be as-
signed to a specific cabinet, even when the work surfaces are separate.
The wisdom of this recommendation must be decided with reference
to each planning situation; it cannot be made a general rule.



A. MIXING CENTER. Counter 36' high.
Pullout board 32' high.

C. DRAFT COOLER adjacent to
mixing center Perforated shelves
in upper port of cooler, baskets
for potatoes, etc., in lower part.
Electric mixer swings out over
mixing table for use.

E. SERVING CENTER used far company
meals. Drawers are dimensioned
tur table linen and flat silver. Walt
cabinet is planned for china and gloss
fur table nestIng 12 persons.
adjoining cabinet accommodates
table leaves, candles, table onnoments,
orid flower containers.
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B. MIXING CENTER with work surface lower
than that of odjaceni cabinet, Packaged

foods are stored in wall cabinets. Flour,

sugar, small utensils, and baking pans
are kept in drawers below mixing table.
Mining bøwls are stored in bone cabInet
at left of sink.

SINK CENTER. Kettles stored in base cabinet
at left of sink. Small utensils kept in drawer
at right (not shown). Space under sink
is used for dish towel racks and for storage
of dish washing supplies and equipment.
Clearance over sink bowl, 26', acer
adjacent counter, 12'

F. RANGE CENTER. Cabinet at left
of range Is planned for storing small
utensils (in drawer) and skillets.
Heat outlet below skillet cabinet.

Figure 12. Kitchen work centers.
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The problem of planning a kitchen assembly, then, resolves itself
into the following parts:

Make a list of the functions to be served by the kitchen
cabinets.*
Decide the work places to be planned as a part of the layout.
Assign each of the various groups of functions to one of the
work places.
Determine the minimum size of each work surface, consider-
ing all the functions it is expected to serve.
Assign specific groups of articles to the storage space within
easy reach of this work surface, whether above it, below it,
in front of it, at one side or the other, or back of the worker.
Finally, decide what to do to provide storage for the supplies
and equipment, if any, in excess of that which can be accom-
modated within easy reach of the worker, whether to lengthen
wall-and-base cabinets beyond the minimum required for the
work surface, or to plan space for the excess material in a
pantry or floor-to-ceiling cabinet.

Procedure in Planning Kitchen Layouts
In making decisions concerning the work places to be planned

for a specific kitchen, best results can be obtained by following this
line of thought:

1. What is the minimum desirable layout?
2. What modifications would result in the least loss of utility

when the minimum desirable layout is not a possibility?
Because it requires too much room space.
Because window and door placement interfere.
Because it would cost too much.

3. If space and money available for the cabinets permit some-
thing more than the minimum desirable layout, what use of
the extra space or money would result in the greatest increase
in convenience?

Reduction in space or cost cannot be successfully accomplished
simply by reducing the size of cabinets. There must be consideration
of every kitchen function, and provision for all articles to be stored.
Hence, the assembly suitable for a low-cost house will consist of
units that are different from those planned for the higher cost house.

There are two main ways whereby reduction in cost of cabinets
may be accomplished:

1. Reduce cost of labor and materials: Floor-to-ceiling cabinets
are cheaper than wall-and-base cabinets with equivalent stor-

See check list of functions, Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Considerations in
Piannng Kitchen Cabinets, p. 21.
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age space. Drawers are more expensive than shelving sup-
plying equivalent storage. Pull-out boards add to the cost of
cabinets.

2. Combine functions: Obviously the provision of separate
work counters for the various kitchen tasks adds to the cost
of an installation. Combining functions, however, must be
done with due consideration for the management problems
involved. The cheapest, installation is the one in which one
work surface is used for all kitchen tasks. The next step is
to provide a sink large enough to wash dishes and prepare
vegetables in it, and flanking counters for other food prepara-
tion tasks. Next in order is the addition of a mixing table.

The storage requirements of centers may be combined with rela-
tivtly little loss of convenience when the objective is to store together
articles requiring the same or similar accommodations. For example,
all articles requiring drawer storage may be assigned to a certain
cabinet in the kitchen; provision for flat utensils may be made in one
pan file ; all extra tall or extra wide utensils and containers may have
an assigned place, regardless of the surfaces where they are used.

Variations in Kitchen Layouts
In considering the wide variation in the kitchen functions of

Oregon rural homes and in the money available for kitchen installa-
tions, it is obvious that a suggested list of kitchen layouts would need
to include variations that range from the cheapest to the most expen-
sive assemblies shown by Oregon studies of kitchen requirements to
be useful in this state.

Generally speaking, the cost of an installation is in direct pro-
portion to the number of purposes each work surface with its accom-
panying storage is expected to serve. The following plans for kitchen
assemblies illustrate degrees of elaboration, beginning with the sim-
plest, and constitute recommendations based on the relative value of
various special-purpose cabinets in the average home. These plans
are summarized in Table 33.

Plan 1. One surface for food preparation, serving, and dish-
washing. Illustrated by Figure 13.

Plan 2. Three surfaces. Dishwashing done in sink. Work
surface at both sides of sink used in food preparation and
dishwashing. Surface on one side of sink used in serving.
Illustrated by Figure 14.

Plan 3. Four surfaces. Same as plan 2, with addition of sur-
face near range for short-time food preparation and serv-



A. WORK TABLE

PATTERN FOR SPANOIG

C STORAGE CABINET

30

B GRAFT COOLER

PATTERNS EON ALTERNATE

I- A0-I

Figure 13. Lower-cost assembly for farm kitchen. Consists of an all-purpose
work table with sink in end, draft cooler, and storage cabinet for utensils
and supplies. Shelving in draft cooler and storage cabinet planned for pos-
sibility of dividhig vertical space into two parts, with top of lower part on
line with top of compartment under work table. Sum of over-all widths
of cabinets, 11 feet, 3 inches. Construction allowancesThickness of
counter plus width of apron, 2 inches; thickness of sides and bottom of
frame, shelves, dividers, and pull-out boards, inch; width of side facing,
1 inches (2 inches if adjacent to corner) ; height of toe space, 3 inches;
allowance for play of drawers, inch; difference between over-all depth of
counter and depth ofcabinet, 1 inch.

P10(4RPM 5 AGRICULTURE OREGON STGTE COLLEGE <lICHEN CABINET TTERNS
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ing hot foods. Plan 3 is recommended for the kitchen in
which the range top does not have a surface serving these
purposes.

Plan 4. Five surfaces. Same as plan 3, with addition of mixing
table. See Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 445, Con-
siderations in Planning Kitchen Cabinets, Figures 3, 4, 5,
and 6.

Plan 5. Six surfaces. Same as plan 4, with addition of serving
center near dining table. Illustrated by Figure 15.

Plan 6. Seven surfaces. Same as plan 5, with addition of
planning desk.

Table 33. SURFACES SPECIFIED TN VARIOUS PLANS FOR KITCHEN ASSEMBLIES.

Total surfaces

Plan 6

The kitchen assembly illustrated by Figure 13 provides only one
work surface for meal preparation and dishwashing. It is placed
at a height suitable for the average woman (32 to 33 inches). For
the house where running water is available a small sink (14 x 20
inches) set in the end would be desirable. It is assumed, however,
that dishwashing will be done on the table rather than in the sink.

Under the work table there are two tiers of 16-inch drawers,
and shelving for dish pans and large kettles. The top drawers are
planned for small utensils; the middle ones, for flour and sugar.
Measures permit the use of doors 18 inches wide.

Other units of this assembly consist of a draft cooler and a
storage cabinet for all other supplies and equipment. The vertical
spacing in these cabinets is planned for the use of two sets of doors.
The lower doors are the same size as those under the work table.

The shelves of the draft cooler are planned to permit the air to
flow over them. The shelves of the storage cabinet are of three
widths, the setbacks permitting the installation of racks on the doors
if desired. It would be desirable to provide holes for shelf supports
in the section containing 12-inch shelves.

The kitchen cabinet assembly shown by Figure 14 consists of a
30-inch sink centered in a cabinet 8 feet 8 inches long, wall cabinets

Description Plan I

x

Surfaces specified for each

Plan 4

x
x
xx
x

plan

Plan S

x
xx
x
x

Plan 2

x
x
x

Plan 3

x
xx

All-purpose work counter
Floor of sink bowl
Counter at one side of sink
Counter at other side of sink
Counter near range
Miicing surface
Serving counter near dining table
Planning desk



FLOOR PLAN

5. DRAFT COOLER

C

H, STORAGE CABINET

82

0. CABINET OVER REFRIGERATOR

WALL CABINETS

NK SHELF SPACING

OREGON STATE COLLEGE KITCHEN CABINET PATTERNS

Figure 14. Medium-cost assembly for farm kitchen. Consists of sink with
adjacent cabinets, wall cabinets over the sink counters and the refrig-
erator, a draft cooler, and a storage cabinet for utensils and supplies.
Sum of over-all widths of cabinets, 13 feet, 3 inches. Construction al-
lowancesThickness of counter plus width of apron, 2 inches; thick-
ness of sides and bottom of frame, shelves, dividers, and pull-out
boards, inch; width of side facing, 11 inches; height of toe space,
3 inches; allowance for play of drawer, inch; difference between
over-all depth of counter and depth of cabinet, I inch.

A. BASE CABINET
WITH DRAWERS

B. CABINET
UNDER SINK

C. BASE CABINET
WITH SHELVES
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over the counters adjacent to the sink and over the refrigerator, a
draft cooler, and a storage cabinet.

The sink with its adjacent cabinets serves as a combined sink,
mixing, and serving center. The work surface height, 37-i inches,
would make the floor of a sink 6 inches deep an inch lower than the
average Oregon homemaker prefers as a height for dishwashing, but
is somewhat more favorable than the higher one for tasks done on
the counter tops. The bottoms of the wall cabinets should be set so
as to allow a clearance of 16 inches over the work counters.

The shelf spacing shown for the cabinet over the refrigerator is
planned for the storage of refrigerator containers, electrical table
appliances, and small articles used at the meal table. The U-shaped
shelf is suitable for this cabinet when it is 18 inches deep. For loca-
tions where a 12- to 14-inch cabinet is desirable, a shelf uniform in
width and half as wide as the depth of the cabinet should be substi-
tuted for the U-shaped one. A roller shade or push-up door would
be highly desirable for this cabinet. Shelf spacing for the cabinets
over the sink counters is planned for their use for dishes and pack-
aged groceries.

The base cabinet at .the left of the sink contains flour and sugar
drawers as well as drawers for table silver and linen. It is expected
that the pastry board would be placed on the meal table for use. The
grinder board is wide enough to hold an 8-inch pan. The base cabinet
at the right of the sink is planned for the storage of kettles; that
under the sink, for dish-washing equipment and a small garbage pail.

The draft cooler is a floor-to-ceiling cabinet with shelves in the
upper part, and ventilated drawers for long-keeping fruits and vege-
tables in the base. The storage cabinet is planned primarily for the
equipment and supplies used at the range, and contains a pan file,
shelving for skillets and kettles, and wood box or wood lift. An
alternate plan is shown for the situation where wood storage is not
needed.

Figure 15 illustrates a kitchen assembly that is suited to a farm-
house in the higher-cost brackets. It is adapted to a U-shaped work-
ing area with legs of equal length.

This kitchen is, organized on the center principle with certain
modifications to conform to architectural restrictions. Following are
the intended uses of the various parts of the assembly. The letters
correspond to those on the floor plan.

A. Wheeled tray. Top level with that of adjacent cabinet. For
use in connection with refrigerator, and in transporting materials to
various centers or to adjacent room or porch.
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Base cabinet with drawers. Counter used for short-time
food preparation and serving. Storage for utensils used at range,
and for kitchen textiles.

Section of wall cabinet extending over part of range, serving
cabinet, and wheeled tray. Planned for dishes and ready-to-eat
foods (as cereals).

Section of wall cabinet extending over range. For beverage
makers and supplies used at range.

Section of wall cabinet extending over end of base cabinet.
For dishwashing supplies.

Base cabinet with shelves, adjacent to sink. Equipped with
sliding doors. For kettles and skillets.

Two-basin flat-rim sink. Space below sink is planned for
storage of drainer, waste basket, and towels on rods. Compartment
ventilated to room, and heated sufficiently for drying towels.

Base cabinet adjacent to sink. Top drawer of tier is planned
for knives and other tools used at sink. Lower drawers are ventilated
to outer air, and are intended for apples, potatoes, etc.

Corner utilized for compartment for garbage can. Garbage is
placed through hole in counter. Door to compartment on outside of
house.

Section of wall cabinet over end of base cabinet. Ventilated
to outer air. For bottles and packages of food assigned to draft
cooler.

Section of wall cabinet extending over mixing table. Closed
by curtain or push-up door. For packaged foods.

Base cabinet. Supplies work surface for mixing center.
Storage below center is intended for small utensils, and for flour,
sugar, and other bulk staples. Has pastry board to be used in place,
board for food grinder, and lapboard.

Floor-to-ceiling cabinet. Planned for mixing bowls, baking
dishes, electric mixer and attachments, and refrigerator containers.

M, N, 0, p. In dining alcove.
Floor-to-ceiling cabinet for storage of bulletins, catalogs,

correspondence, etc., used in connection with farm and home busi-
ness.

Wall cabinet. Planned for company dishes and for all dishes
that are too large for cabinet C.

0. Base cabinet. Top used in serving meals and in handling
materials stored in adjacent cabinets. Drawers for table silver, table
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Figure 15. Higher-cost assembly for farm kitchen organized on center
principle. Kitchen work area contains sink with adjacent cabinets,
mixing table, serving table adjacent to stove, and wheeled tray, and
wall cabinets totaling 14 feet 6 inches. Dining area contains cabi-
nets for the storage of articles used at the meal table, and a serv-
ing counter. Construction allowancesthickness of counter plus
width of apron, 2 inches; thickness of sides and bottom of frame,
shelves, dividers, and pull-out boards, i inch; width of side facing,
1 inches (2oTs inches if adjacent to corner) ; height of toe space,
3 inches; allowance for play of drawer, inch; difference between
over-all depth of coimter and depth of cabinet, 1 inch.
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linen, correspondence file, minor equipment used in writing, and
child's play materials.

P. Floor-to-ceiling cabinet. For ironing board, sewing ma-
terials and portable machine.

Q, R, S. Under window. Continuous top provides place for
house plants.

Q and S. Open shelves for table appliances, magazines, and
newspapers.

R. (Section behind table.) Compartment with doors. For
storage of magazine files, old books, or other seldom-used material.

Use of Factory-Built Units
In the past, cabinets for Oregon rural homes, for the most part,

have been built by home owners or carpenters, or made to order in
cabinet shops. The factory-built cabinets available in local supply
stores have been too expensive for average and low income families
to afford, or too limited in possibilities for good kitchen planning.
Their chief advantages have been durable construction, good appear-
ance, and convenience to contractor and builder.

Now there is promise that commercial cabinets will be available
in greater variety. If they could supplant made-to-order installations,
in the majority of cases it would be to the advantage of homeowners
and builders alike because of the difficulties involved in planning
good cabinets and in getting them built. Especially needed is a line
of wooden cabinets, sold unfinished by local lumber dealers along
with windows and other prefabricated parts and at a price in keeping
with them.

There are, however, two conditions that kitchen cabinet manu-
facturers must meet if the attempt to replace custom-built with fac-
tory-made installations is to be entirely successful.

The units in any given price class should be in sufficient variety
to enable the customer to plan a well-arranged, space-saving
kitchen without conforming to a specific formula for size or
arrangement of room.
Plans for the units in a given price class should be based on
realistic studies of the kitchen requirements of the types of
families who are expected to buy them.

The prospective purchaser of factory-built units needs first of
all to obtain information concerning the types and sizes of cabinets
available in the retail market. Then the kitchen plan can be devel-
oped either to use factory-built units entirely or to use them for part
of the installation and supplement them with home-made or carpen-
ter-made cabinets. It goes without saying that the initial step is the
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development of a kitchen assembly plan that is as nearly ideal as
room size and window and door placement will permit. With this
plan in hand, factory-built units can be chosen with the minimum loss
in utility and waste of space.

Special Problems in Planning Kitchen Cabinets
This section presents ways of handling certain problems en-

countered in planning kitchens.
The width of the floor space between cabinets on opposite

walls of the kitchen is 6 feet or more.
Plan a work table on casters for the center of the room. This

should be 24 inches deep, at least 30 inches wide, and 32 to 36 inches
high. See Figure 5, sketch L.

It seems unnecessary to plan for a draft cooler in the kitchen
because the main food storage room is near.

If possible, locate the food storage room adjacent to the kitchen,
and provide an opening on the kitchen side at least 18 inches wide
and 30 inches high. The bottom of this opening should be 32 inches
to 40 inches from the floor, and level with one of the shelves of the
food storage room.

The location of a kitchen cabinet may have to be changed
later when a new range (or other equipment) is purchased.

Do not put the cabinet into place until after the linoleum is laid
on the floor and the walls are finished.

Refrigerator opens on side away from work surface.
If there is room beside the refrigerator for a base cabinet at

least 12 inches wide, place this on the side on which the refrigerator
door opens.

Refrigerator must be placed at a distance from work surface.
If thereis a place where it may stand out of the way when not in
use, it is a good idea to plan for a small table on casters which may be
wheeled up to the refrigerator when needed. See Figure 15.

It is not practical to plan for a lapboard as the place for work
to be done while seated.

A lap table may be a possibility. See Oregon Station Circular
131, Planninq the Kitchen, Figure 1-D. This table should be 20
inches to 24 inches deep, 28 inches to 36 inches wide, and 24 inches
to 26 inches high
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